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Abstract 

Multimedia applications and communication services are offered to users free of charge 

over the open Internet. However, since the Internet is a best effort network, these services 

are not associated with any Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE) 

guarantees. Furthermore, security cannot be guaranteed when using these services over 

the open Internet. 

Next Generation Networks (NGN) enable the delivery of Internet-based services coupled 

with QoS, QoE and security guarantees. This is possible through the use of managed 

Service Delivery Platforms (SDPs) and an all-IP control layer such as the IP Multimedia 

Subsystem (IMS). The IMS provides the necessary control functionality required to run 

managed SDPs over NGN networks. Operators are moving away from the theoretical 

approach, towards actual implementations of complete or partial NGN and IMS networks. 

However, due to the high level of management and control which is required to deliver 

these NGNIIMS services over managed SDPs, services are coupled with high operational 

expenses. Furthermore, NGN and IMS deployment requires large capital expenses. 

New revenue streams must be identified to shoulder these costs and overcome the problem 

ofthe declining Average Revenue Per User (ARPU). IMS-based IP Television (IPTV) has 

been identified as a lucrative service due to its ability to offer Video on Demand (VoD) 

services, live TV and recording services (PVR), while reserving and enforcing certain 

QoS and QoE levels; security is also guaranteed when using the IMS. However, without 

a solution to shoulder the large operational expenses of such a service, subscription costs 

will be too high to compete with free services offered over the open Internet and ensure 

wide-scale adoption. 

Advertising is a proven revenue booster. A number of service providers use advertising as 

a crucial component of their business models to subsidise service costs. However, due to 

increased adoption of PVR subscriptions, advertising models are being forced to evolve 

since subscribers are able to skip, leave out or fast forward through advertisements. This 

is not attractive to marketers and as a result, network operators and service providers will 
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miss out on valuable revenue which could potentially be earned from marketers. 

Since consumers are demanding more control over services, it is important that advertis

ing is not perceived as obtrusive and unentertaining. Offering personalised advertising 

is a way to ensure consumers only receive relevant advertisements. A technique known 

as direct marketing is able to deliver advertisements directly to the target audience. This 

targeting is proven to be perceived as less obtrusive and more entertaining than traditional 

broadcast advertising models in standard television services. 

This thesis proposes a personalised advertising framework for IMS-based IPTV to in

crease revenue for service providers, subsidise service costs and increase advertisement 

entertainment for users and to ensure effective advertising for marketers. This framework 

must not degrade the user's QoE of the IPTV service. An evaluation platform was imple

mented to test the effect on users' QoE. This was evaluated by looking at service latency, 

service features and service quality. The evaluation platform uses the Fraunhofer Fokus 

Open IMS Core, VCT IMS Client, VCT Advanced IPTV and VCT IPTV Charging. 

Proof of concept tests validated the evaluation platform as a suitable testing environment 

for the proposed advertising framework. Performance tests were carried out to evaluate 

the effect of the proposed framework on users' QoE of the IPTV service. Analysis of 

test results show success of the advertising framework, i.e., no major additional latency 

in session setup, staying under the standard expected delay; good service features such 

as easy user profile modification, easy selection of a pricing plan, trick play functions on 

IPTV media and easy channel selection; and good media quality due to service delivery 

over a managed SDP. 

Future work was identified as a convenient point of departure from this thesis. Such work 

includes the addition of the wireless dimension to the proposed framework by testing its 

performance over a wireless access network, such as WiMAX or WiFi. The integration 

of a recommendation system to make use of the IPTV user profile to not only deliver 

personalised advertising, but to recommend programmes which the user may be interested 

in. Lastly, to integrate automatic metadata creation into the framework. In this way, 

the proposed framework will be fully automated and less prone to errors in metadata 

assignment. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The Internet explosion has made the flow of information more powerful and the access 

to content ubiquitous. The value of the Internet lies in its ability to connect directly to 

consumers when and where they want. This provides content and service providers the 

ability to reach consumers across multiple platforms [46]. The introduction of telecom

munication services over the Internet has increased the demand for reliable communica

tion services. IP-based telecommunication networks have been designed to provide rich 

value-added multimedia communication services to subscribers. These services, which 

are offered over highly managed Service Delivery Platforms (SOPs), offer guaranteed 

Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE) levels. However, these guar

antees are typically coupled with high service costs, where the inducement lies in offering 

rich value-added services. However, users are able to access multimedia communication 

services over the Internet, free of charge. It is therefore important for fixed line oper

ators to offer these reliable services at a competitively low cost [39]. This is possible 

by subsidising service costs through advertising, i.e., by provisioning advertising of third 

party products and services. This has been proven to achieve better than average returns 

for telephone companies (telcos) [22][23][46]. As a result, telcos will not only rely on 

subscription fees to offset their Operational Expenses (OPEX). 

In 2006, over $350 billion was spent on advertising [8]. This included print, television 

and digital marketing. This $350 billion market is in transition - the world of advertis

ing is changing. This is mainly due to three factors: evolving technologies, increasingly 

empowered consumers and more self-reliant advertisers. Figure 1.1 shows the global ad

vertising costs between 2002 - 2006 and projected until the year 2010. This analysis was 

performed by the IBM Institute for Business Value [8]. Focusing on the trend 2006 -

2010, the graph shows a fairly steady growth in new advertising formats such as mobile, 

Internet and interactive marketing, as well as a relatively flat trend in traditional advertis-
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Studies have shown that over the past ten years, more digital television viewers are moving 

towards a Digital Video Recorder (DVR) or Personal Video Recorder (PVR) and Video on 

Demand (VoD) style of watching television [46]. The Open IPTV Forum (OIPF) predicts 

that approximately 50% of American TV households will have PVRs by the year 2010 

[25]. Furthermore, in a survey conducted by Parks Associates [39],62% of respondents 

indicated that one of the top benefits of a PVR is its ability to fast forward or skip adver

tisements. PVR capabilities also allow viewers to set their set top boxes (STBs) to au

tomatically leave out advertisements when recording a television program. Furthermore, 

VoD services can eliminate advertisements altogether [30]. For this reason, media owners 

and advertising agencies have had to re-evaluate the way in which television advertising 

is delivered to consumers. In addition to these evolving digital television technologies, 

two other factors are influencing a change in the way advertising in general is sold, cre

ated, consumed and delivered [8]. These are the increasingly empowered consumers and 

more self-reliant advertisers. Together, these three factors are forcing advertising players 

to re-evaluate their traditional advertising models to evolve with the increased adoption 

of Internet-based services and continue to engage the audience [38]. 

It has been claimed that, on average, a consumer is exposed to more than 3,000 advertising 

messages everyday, both explicitly and subtly. Furthermore, a lot of consumers are found 

to "tune in but turn off" when it comes to traditional media advertising when advertise

ments are intrusive, irrelevant and unentertaining [39]. The re-evaluation of advertising 

models has shown that it is not just about delivering the advertisements efficiently over a 

network platform that counts, but rather, the emphasis should be on delivering the right 

advertisements to the right consumers, and at the right time [8]. A type of marketing, 

known as direct marketing, uses market segments to deliver advertisements to relevant 

target audiences. This technique has been adopted in a number of business models. In 

some cases, companies have been established with direct marketing as their sole purpose, 

or use it to subsidise multimedia communication service costs. 

The IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is a Next Generation Network (NGN) control frame

work which is designed to provide reliable communication services and multimedia ap

plications to subscribers, by providing the control functionality required to run managed 

SDPs over NGN networks. The IMS is able to provide critical enhancements to service 

delivery when compared to Internet-based services. These include QoS and QoE guaran

tees, convergence of services and billing, as well as personalisation of services. The IMS 

is an IP-based framework that enables convergence and personalisation of services. For 

this reason, it was chosen as the platform for a personalised advertising framework which 

is proposed in this thesis to deliver targeted advertisements efficiently over an IP network. 
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Further hindrances include the declining Average Revenue Per User (ARPU) and the ab

sence of a so-called killer application for IMS. Telcos have been experiencing a decline in 

ARPU for basic services such as voice. This is mainly due to the fact that voice services 

are offered at a very low cost, or even free of charge, over the Internet using Voice over IP 

(VoIP) services. The lack of a killer application for IMS means that revenue needs to be 

boosted on other services in order to meet the ROI requirements and offset CAPEX and 

OPEX. The offering of low cost, or free, services over the Internet makes this more diffi

cult, and offering rich value-added services is not enough of an incentive to ensure these 

IMS-based services are adopted on a wide scale. For these reasons, an alternative incen

tive needs to be identified to subsidise service costs for subscribers and boost revenue for 

network operators and service providers. 

Network operators and service providers have been provisioning advertising of third party 

products and services to generate additional revenue [2][6][9][11][14][19][24]. This is 

due to the proven ability of marketing to provide better than average returns and sub

stantially increase cash flow [46]. An example of such an implementation is marketing 

text messages. Currently, changes in the advertising world are taking place. This is due 

to the three factors mentioned earlier: evolving technologies, increasingly empowered 

consumers, and more self-reliant advertisers. 

Evolving technologies are influencing a change in the way advertising is delivered due 

to an increase in demand for VoD and PVR type services. Another factor influencing a 

shift in current advertising models, affecting the way in which advertising is consumed, 

is a change in consumer behaviour. Consumers are demanding more control over ser

vices and, as a result, they are getting increasingly more empowered. Marketing should 

ideally be consumed on the customer's terms, i.e., when and what they want to see. The 

final factor playing a role in the change in traditional advertising models, affecting the 

way in which advertising is sold and created, is more self-reliant advertisers. With the 

introduction of Internet-based advertising, advertising slots are more flexible than rigid 

broadcast models, changing the way in which advertising is sold. Also, due to the fact 

that Internet-based solutions may target specific consumer groups, the way in which ad

vertising is created is changing, moving towards marketing companies creating multiple 

advertising campaigns, targeted at different consumer groups. 

Traditional advertising models need to change to suit these new developments. These fac

tors are collectively redefining the way in which advertising is sold, created, consumed 

and delivered. This thesis proposes an advertising framework which takes these factors 

into account to provide a solution which suits these new developments. Revenue gener-

5 
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ated from this advertising framework will offset CAPEX and OPEX for te1cos and sub

sidise IPTV service costs for subscribers. 

1.1.2 Research Questions 

This thesis aims to overcome the above mentioned problems and incentivise IMS roll out 

by monetising IPTV through a personalised advertising system over IMS-based IPTV. In 

particular, it will answer the following research questions: 

• How can advertising be adapted in IMS-based IPTV to suit the paradigm shift in 

marketing which is taking place due to evolving technologies, increasingly empow

ered consumers and more self-reliant advertisers? 

• Is personalised advertising a feasible business model to encourage the roll out of 

IMS-based IPTV by increasing revenue for telcos and subsidising IPTV service 

costs for subscribers? 

• Given that advertising will increase revenue for telcos and subsidise service costs 

for subscribers, how will the introduction of an advertising framework affect the 

user's QoE of the IPTV service? 

1.2 Thesis Objectives 

The objective of this thesis is to propose an advertising framework for IMS-based IPTV 

that will suit the shifts in the advertising world caused by evolving technologies, increas

ingly empowered consumers and more self-reliant advertisers. Further, this thesis aims 

to investigate and analyse the suitability of such a personalised advertising framework, 

for both the telco and the subscriber. For the telco, suitability refers to the feasibility of 

offering such a platform. For the subscriber, it refers to the effect on QoE of the IPTV 

service. Secondary to this investigation and analysis, the framework should be analysed 

through an evaluation platform. More specifically, the objectives of this thesis are to: 

• Propose a personalised advertising framework for IMS-based IPTV to overcome the 

problems of consumers using PVRs to skip advertisements; consumers demanding 

more control over services; and the need for flexible advertising slots. 

• Analyse the feasibility of integrating a personalised advertising platform into IMS

based IPTV from the telco's perspective, i.e., to investigate related works based 

on generating revenue through provisioning advertising of third party products and 

services. 
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• Investigate the effect of a personalised advertising framework on the user's QoE 

of the IPTV service, based on related works and surveys of consumer's views on 

advertising . 

• Analyse the effect of a personalised advertising framework on the user's QoE through 

the use of an evaluation platform. The user's QoE should be measured using three 

parameters. These are service latency, more specifically session setup delay; ser

vice features, such as personalisation; and service quality, which specifically looks 

at the quality of the IPTV video content. 

In order to evaluate success or failure of the proposed framework, two metrics are defined 

to measure the degree of success. These are revenue and QoE. Revenue is evaluated by 

investigating related works on the ability of advertising to increase revenue for network 

and service providers and current implementations of working multimedia and commu

nication services using advertising to subsidise service costs. The user's QoE is assessed 

through related works investigating users' views on advertising and is measured using an 

evaluation platform. 

1.3 Scope and Limitations 

The scope of this thesis is limited specifically to the broadcast traditional advertising 

model and Internet marketing as a new marketing technique. It looks at the growth rates 

of these categories and what factors are causing these changes in growth rates. 

Although this thesis investigates different digital television solutions and marketing tech

niques, it focuses on IPTV, using the IMS as the control platform; and on direct market

ing to deliver personalised advertisements to IPTV subscribers. Furthermore, although 

the motivation behind using the IMS is discussed, versus using the open Internet to offer 

IPTV, this is not the focus of this thesis. The aim is not to motivate the advantages of us

ing the IMS, though these are mentioned, but rather to motivate the use of an advertising 

framework in order to monetise IMS based IPTV, and further, to ensure that this does not 

negatively affect the user's QoE. 

Within the broad category of IPTV, there are three types of services available. These are 

broadcast services, on demand services and PVR services. The problem of advertisement 

skipping is only relevant to on demand (VoD) and PVR services. Advertising in the PVR 

model is delivered much the same as broadcast services, the difference being that sub

scribers are able to fast forward through the advertisements. To overcome this problem, 
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trick play functions could be disabled during commercials, preventing viewers from skip

ping them. With VoD services, advertisements could be embedded into the VoD content 

and similar trick play inhibiting could be used to ensure advertisements are not skipped. 

However, this would negatively affect the user's QoE. This thesis focuses on the VoD 

service model to propose an alternative way of delivering and viewing advertisements, 

to ensure they are not easily skipped, but also so as not to degrade the user's QoE. Due 

to the similarities between the PVR and VoD models, the proposed framework could be 

migrated to the PVR model. 

The charging mechanism used for the proposed framework and evaluation platform is 

event based charging, since it is best suited for VoD services. However, there is support 

for other charging mechanisms such as session based charging, which is best suited for 

broadcast services. Event based charging causes a once-off charge to be levied when a 

VoD channel request occurs. The proposed framework and evaluation platform is able to 

support both online and offline charging. However, online charging is used for all testing 

scenarios to account for the worst case in session setup latency since online charging 

causes a delay in service delivery with credit checks taking place after the service request. 

This is not the case for offline charging. 

This thesis does not investigate scalability issues of the proposed framework and the IMS. 

The focus is on the motivation behind proposing this framework and the requirements 

that are necessary for both the telco and user. Motivation from the telco's perspective 

focuses on feasibility, i.e., revenue generation from advertising; and for the user, focuses 

on the effect on QoE. Furthermore, automatic metadata generation and the corresponding 

collection and analyses of such information, which can be used to identify and deliver 

targeted advertisements to consumers, is not investigated since it is beyond the scope of 

this thesis. The framework proposed in this thesis relies on manual metadata creation for 

advertisements, where information such as a suitable age range and gender for a particular 

advertisement is specified and entered into a database. The matching process is performed 

automatically using look-up tables, requiring no data collection and analysis. 

To quantify and measure users' QoE of the IPTV service, three parameters were identi

fied. These are service latency, service features and service quality. Underlying factors 

that affect QoE from the transport layer, such as available network bandwidth, buffering 

techniques, media coding and QoS classes, are not considered in this thesis. It is assumed 

that the network has sufficient bandwidth to cater for the VoD service. Furthermore, since 

service latency is analysed, it is assumed that there are sufficient network resources avail

able if latencies fall within the standard expected delays. 
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1.4 Thesis Outline 

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: 

Chapter 2 investigates related work and current research on marketing, online multime

dia and communication services and digital television solutions. It also elaborates on the 

IMS and IPTV and describes how they are suitable to host the proposed framework. The 

background of marketing and advertising is explained by exploring the electronic media 

market, the marketing value chain, the evolution of the advertising world and the direct 

marketing technique. Implementations of marketing used in communication and multi

media services are discussed, along with online and digital television advertising. 

Chapter 3 presents the design considerations and architectural requirements of a person

alised advertising framework for IMS IPTV before detailing the proposed architecture. 

It first analyses the requirements of the different players: the user, telco and advertiser, 

to identify a personalised advertising framework as a solution to address the research 

problem and gaps in the current market. Design considerations are then discussed, fol

lowed by the architectural requirements of the proposed framework. Design considera

tions were deduced from success elements observed in related works and current trends 

in the advertising sector. Architectural requirements were deduced from current stan

dards and specifications on IMS-based IPTY. The proposed architecture is based on ETSI 

TISPAN IMS-based IPTV and is integrated with IMS charging to award credits to users 

who choose to view video advertisements. The framework was designed according to the 

design considerations and architectural requirements. 

Chapter 4 details the design and implementation of the evaluation platform for the pro

posed framework. The platform is designed to analyse the effect of a personalised ad

vertising framework on the user's QoE of the IPTV service. The framework was imple

mented in the VCT IMS test bed, using the Fokus Open IMS Core. The VCT IMS Client, 

VCT Advanced IPTV and VCT IPTV Charging were modified to suit the requirements of 

the proposed framework. The requirements and limitations of the test bed are introduced, 

along with the test bed architecture. Details of the test bed's software and hardware are 

included in Appendix C. 

Chapter 5 analyses the evaluation platform. Two types of tests were performed - proof 

of concept tests and performance tests. The proof of concept tests ensure that the archi

tectural requirements are met and serve to validate the evaluation platform as a suitable 

testing environment. The performance tests ensure that the addition of the advertising and 

charging frameworks to the IPTV system does not degrade the user's QoE. Specifically, 
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the impact on the user's QoE is evaluated by looking at service latency, service features 

and service quality. Service latency is evaluated using three scenarios and comparing 

session setup delay obtained for 20 instances in each scenario. The first scenario tests 

service latency with plain IPTV, i.e., before any advertising and charging functionality 

was added. Scenario two tests service latency with advertising and charging enabled, but 

no advertisements are delivered to the user. The final scenario tests service latency with 

advertising and charging enabled and with targeted advertisements delivered to the user. 

Chapter 6 presents the conclusions and recommendations of this thesis. The conclusions 

answer the research questions which were introduced earlier, based on the work investi

gated in the literature review and on the evaluation of the proposed framework. It also 

introduces some future work which is recommended as a point of continuation of this 

thesis. 
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benefit is its ability to quantify results, as opposed to other marketing techniques which 

rely on post analysis of a sample audience to estimate the actual size of the consumer 

group that has been reached. This leads to a delay in the availability of results. This is 

not the case with Internet advertising since consumer results are available in real time, 

creating a more efficient market. These advantages also improve advertisers' Return on 

Investment (ROI) [13]. Furthermore, the data which is collected from IP transactions 

can be used to build user profiles which can be used in targeted advertising. This further 

enhances the efficacy of the Internet as a direct marketing medium. 

This chapter investigates multimedia and communication services which are currently 

offered over the Internet. It also examines marketing and advertising in general and im

plementations of marketing in multimedia and communication services. Lastly, it looks 

at digital television solutions, as well as the IMS and IPTY. 

2.1 Online Multimedia and Communication Services 

Consumers are able to make use of various multimedia and communication services over 

the Internet. Often, these online services are offered at a very low cost, or even free of 

charge. This is possible since the Internet is not a managed network. Some of the benefits 

of offering multimedia and communication services over the open Internet are: 

• Services over an unmanaged platform, resulting in low service costs; 

• Two way communication, equipping service providers with real time feedback from 

users; 

• User-centric services, enabling users to personalise the user experience; 

• Dynamic delivery platform, allowing services to be adapted/modified on the fly. 

This section describes the most prevalent multimedia and communication services which 

are offered free of charge over the Internet today. 

Streaming Video Services 

Consumers are able to access free streaming video services via a number of online providers. 

The most common are YouTube and iPlayer. YouTube [51] hosts millions of videos, rang

ing from short clips to longer videos. All content is user generated and uploaded for public 

viewing. New videos are constantly being uploaded. It is estimated that over 20 hours 
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of video is uploaded on YouTube every minute [43]. However, YouTube does place re

strictions on uploaded content; there is a limit of 100 megabytes, or 10 minutes, on all 

uploads. This is mainly in an effort to stop copyright infringement. However, trusted 

uploaders and YouTube partners are allowed to exceed these restrictions. Generally, due 

to the size limit and the fact that content is user generated, video quality is fairly low. 

iPlayer [5] is an online service offered by the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) in 

the United Kingdom. Viewers are able to catch up on the last week of television and radio 

shows from any PC with an Internet connection. Episodes are available on iPlayer after 

they have aired on television or radio. It was setup to discourage copyright infringement 

on the BBC's programmes and no subscription is required. The video quality is higher 

than that of YouTube and features full length programmes. However, the user's QoE is 

entirely dependent on the speed of their Internet connection. Slow speeds will cause the 

content to be interrupted and not appear as a continuous flow, since the stream is buffered. 

Since its launch in December 2007, over 3.5 million programmes have been watched on 

iPlayer [43], showing that users are moving towards a more personalised way of watching 

television. 

Voice and Video Communication Services 

Communication services are also offered over the Internet using VoIP and video over 

IP. Both voice and video communication are supported and offered free of charge by 

Skype and Gtalk, among others. This means that users are able to host voice and video 

conference sessions as well as one-to-one communication. Skype [41] is free software that 

can be downloaded to a PC or mobile phone. It works with an Internet or data connection 

to offer free Skype-to-Skype voice and video calls. It also allows calls to mobile numbers 

and fixed lines at costs which are typically lower than rates offered by telephony and 

mobile operators [40]. 

Gtalk [21] may be used as a standalone client, or built-into Google's Gmail. It allows 

voice and video communication between PCs in the same way as Skype. It also allows 

file transfer between gtalk clients. 

Data Communication Services 

Another extremely popular IP-based service is Instant Messaging (1M). This is a text

based real time communication service. Both Skype and Gtalk, among others, may be 

used for 1M purposes. It is estimated that over 23 billion instant messages are sent each 

day [43]. 
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In addition to the above mentioned online services, there are several others which are 

growing in popularity. These are social networking sites such as face book and twitter; 

blogging sites such as myspace; and multimedia sharing sites such as Flickr. The popu

larity of these services is constantly growing. Currently, there are over 130 million blogs 

in operation and over 4 million photos are uploaded each day on Flickr [43]. 

This is all very attractive to users, given the wide range of services which are available and 

that the majority can be accessed at no cost to the user. However, since these services are 

offered over the open Internet, which is a best effort network, communication is unreliable 

and can often be intermittent. This is not ideal for business conference calls, and can be 

extremely annoying to the end user. Furthermore, security cannot be guaranteed over an 

unmanaged platform. It is possible to offer reliable and secure IP based services by using 

managed service delivery platforms. This merges the benefits of IP-based services with 

the reliability of telecommunication services. However, this management and reliability 

comes at a cost, to both the NSP and the subscriber. 

To shoulder some of the operating costs of managing an SDP, many service providers have 

turned to marketing as a solution. The next section describes some multimedia and com

munication services which are subsidised by marketing, after detailing some background 

on marketing and advertising. 

2.2 Marketing and Advertising 

Advertising has the proven ability to improve revenue. This can substantially increase 

cash flow [46]. Furthermore, offering targeted advertising can further increase revenue 

[8][22][23][39]. In addition to this, targeted advertising results in higher QoE for the user 

as irrelevant advertisements are not shown [38]. 

Broadcast advertising over media such as television can be costly. Typically, for a com

pany which advertises on television, 60% of their marketing budget is spent on broadcast 

advertising [8] due to high broadcast costs. With this type of marketing, there is no way to 

know who you are reaching and how effective your advertising campaign is. Furthermore, 

consumers have increasing control over marketing messages; they are able to choose how 

to interact with marketing messages and how to filter and block them. For this reason, it is 

important to make sure marketing messages are reaching the intended customers to be ef

fective [7][8], i.e. the right advertisements delivered to the right people at the right time. 

According to a survey conducted in February 2009 on behalf of TRUSTe [42], 72% of 
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Television advertising revenue is at a higher value than newspaper and online advertising. 

However, online advertising revenue is growing at a faster rate than television advertising. 

Internet 

The reason for the fast growth in Internet advertising revenue is the ability of the Internet 

to provide an advertisement network which is able to measure the effectiveness of an 

advertising campaign in real time. Furthermore, the advertiser need only pay for the 

actual impact on the consumers, rather than incurring large broadcast costs that results in 

the campaign reaching a large unintended audience. This is possible with methods such 

as Google AdSense which uses a Pay Per Click (PPC) technique. In an experiment [12], 

it was discovered that 83% of advertisers' money was wasted due to marketing messages 

reaching unintended consumers. 

Wireless 

Wireless advertising revenue is on the increase since it adds a further benefit to the Internet 

based model. This is mobility, meaning that users can be reached anytime and anywhere. 

It can be seen that television is able to deliver the highest entertainment value and cap

ture the largest audience. However, the Internet provides a more efficient platform for 

an advertising framework since it is able to measure the effectiveness of an advertising 

campaign in real time, target relevant advertisements at the right people and eliminate 

large broadcast costs. An ideal solution would be to design an advertising framework that 

combines the entertainment value of television and Internet efficacy for marketing. 

2.2.2 The Marketing Value Chain 

In television, there are five players in the advertising media market: the consumer, the 

media distributor (telco), the content/media owner, the advertising agency, and the adver

tiser. Advertising agencies purchase advertisement slots from media owners on behalf 

of advertisers. Traditionally, this process is rather rigid, requiring advertising slots to 

be purchased and scheduled six months in advance [37]. However, as mentioned in the 

introduction, the way advertising is sold, created, consumed and delivered is changing. 

The shift is towards a user-centric approach, providing an interactive, personalised and 

permission based experience. As a result, there is a need for a flexible advertising frame

work, in which advertisements may be scheduled and delivered dynamically. The shift in 

advertising models has an effect on the marketing value chain. Figure 2.3 illustrates what 

economic shifts are expected to take place for the five players. 
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2.3.2 Multimedia and Communication Services using Marketing 

Advertising is a crucial component in the business models of a number of multimedia 

and communication companies around the world. One such example is a WiFi service 

provider which offers free WiFi access at Denver Airport in Colorado to users who choose 

to watch a 30 second video advertisement. Another example is Turtle Entertainment in 

Germany, an online gaming company; the majority of their revenue is made through mar

keting messages which are targeted at their users. 67% of their total revenue is made from 

advertising sponsorship alone [36]. A survey from Points North Group and Horowitz 

Associates in the USA concluded that 75% of respondents would choose to view adver

tisements with video content if it meant watching the video at no cost, rather than paying 

for the video content without advertisements, if they had the choice [26]. The remainder 

of this section discusses other services which use marketing and advertising as a crucial 

part of their business models. 

YouThbe 

YouTube introduced video advertisements in 2007. They are designed to be as unobtrusive 

as possible since disruptive advertisements tend to be non effective [30]. Text boxes 

appear over a video 15 seconds into playback. They occupy 20% of the video window and 

disappear after 10 seconds if it is not clicked on. The text advertisement is related to the 

video being watched and contains a link which is connected to another video advertising 

a product. Video advertisements on web sites are expected to be valued at $4.3 billion in 

2011 in the USA [6]. 

E-Plus 

E-Plus is a German mobile carrier. Together with A1catel-Lucent and a subsidiary, Get

tings, E-Plus offers a cheaper mobile service to subscribers in exchange for receiving 

advertisements [24]. A1catel-Lucent provides the equipment that sends advertisements to 

mobile devices. This is done based on demographic information provided by Gettings, 

a subsidiary of the mobile carrier. Customers can opt in and get free minutes and texts 

as a reward for receiving advertisements. Three different plans are available that send 

between 10 and 25 advertisements per week. All advertisements are targeted; when sub

scribers sign up, they select topics of interest from a checklist. 

Alcatel-Lucent's Advertising Selection Server provides service providers with control 

over the management and delivery of mobile targeted advertisements [11]. The server 
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contains targeting algorithms to enable service providers to offer advertisers highly fo

cused advertising campaigns. Mobile marketing messages can be delivered via SMS, 

MMS and WAP and are interactive and personalised. The mobile advertising market is 

growing; it is expected to grow from $160 million in 2008 to $3.1 billion in 2013 [2]. 

A1catel-Lucent's Advertising Selection Server has the ability to increase IPTV revenue 

by enabling advertisements to reach targeted customers on IPTV networks [11]. This 

solution uses subscriber profiles, service usage and demographic information to select 

relevant advertisements. 

B1yk 

Blyk is a Finnish mobile company which originally started up as an ad-funded Mobile 

Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) [14]. They offered free calls and texts to subscribers 

between the ages of 16 and 24 in exchange for receiving advertisements. A maximum of 

6 messages were sent each day to subscribers in exchange for 217 free texts and 43 free 

minutes per month. This attracted 200,000 UK customers and advertisers such as Coca

Cola, Adidas, Xbox and McDonalds. Blyk announced a shift in focus in July 2009 to 

expand their company's borders [9]. They partnered with Vodafone and Orange to deliver 

mobile advertisements to their subscribers. 

Argela 

Argela Technologies is a Turkish IMS application developer. They developed an ad

subsidised VoIP platform to lower subscription costs that plays advertisements while the 

subscriber is waiting for their VoIP call to connect [19]. When a call is made, the Session 

Initiation Protocol (SIP) client on the mobile phone, which is required for VoIP calls, con

nects to the Argela server and delivers an appropriate advertisement instead of a ringing 

tone. When the called party answers the call, the advertisement is stopped and the call is 

connected. 

It is clear that advertising is a worthy revenue booster. Many service providers are using 

marketing to increase revenue and to subsidise service costs for subscribers. The trend 

in the above discussed services is towards delivering targeted and interactive advertising. 

This further increases revenue since service providers are able to offer focused marketing 

campaigns to advertisers. Furthermore, subscribers benefit since irrelevant advertisements 

are not seen. 

A number of key success elements were identified in the above discussed solutions: 
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• Targeted/personalised advertising messages, to increase revenue from advertisers 

and increase QoE for the user; 

• Unobtrusive and non disruptive advertising, so as not to degrade the user's QoE; 

• A permission based system, allowing subscribers to opt in or opt out, or to choose 

between different pricing plans; 

• A reward for viewing advertisements, to encourage subscribers to opt in; 

• Interactive advertisements, to encourage participation from the subscriber. 

2.4 Digital Television Solutions 

Digital television solutions can be divided into Web-based video and Digital Video Broad

cast (DVB). Both types offer access to digital video media, although their approaches 

differ. 

2.4.1 Web-based Video 

Web-based video is IP based and may be accessed through any PC with an Internet con

nection. As mentioned earlier, this limits QoS due to the best effort nature of the open 

Internet. Furthermore, the user's QoE is limited due to the size and resolution of the PC 

screen and the low quality video that is generally delivered over the Internet. Broadcast 

television is not supported by web-based solutions. Content is either user generated or 

on demand. These services do not generally require a subscription. YouTube [51] and 

iPlayer [5] are examples of Web-based video implementations. 

2.4.2 Digital Video Broadcast 

Three types of DVB services exist, these are Satellite DVB (DVB-S), Cable DVB (DVB

C) and Terrestrial DVB (DVB-T). DVB services may be accessed through a STB con

nected to a television and either a satellite, cable or terrestrial connection. Both broadcast 

and on demand services are supported by DVB solutions. Since these services are offered 

over a closed and managed platform, unlike Web-based video, they do not suffer from 

limited QoS and QoE levels, but they do require a subscription. 

Implementations of Web-based video have also moved to television sets, requiring a STB, 

an Internet connection and a subscription. This is more of a hybrid solution, merging web

based video and DVB, e.g., WebTV [32]. Such implementations support broadcast and 
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on demand video and can be classified as IPTV solutions. They are standalone services, 

falling into the category of dedicated IPTV systems. These systems are generally bundled 

with broadband services, allowing some level of convergence. However, for complete 

service convergence, IMS-based IPTV is required. 

2.4.3 Digital Television Advertising 

Marketing in Web-based video may be personalised since it is an IP based service. Online 

targeted advertising may be used to place relevant advertisements on the web page offer

ing access to video content. In OVB and WebTV, marketing is broadcast-based with a 

linear advertisement insertion model. Similarly, on demand content in OVB and WebTV 

has embedded advertisements, conforming to the same linear model. Some level of tar

geting is done. For example, sport equipment advertisements are placed during a football 

match, accessed either by live broadcast or VoO. This is done using metadata [7], which 

is information that describes the content of a television programme, e.g., audience de

mographics and the program title. Metadata may be created manually or automatically. 

However, due to the linear advertisement insertion model, all TV sets receive the same ad

vertisements, are shown to a schedule and they interrupt television programmes [26]. This 

negatively affects users' QoE. Hence, there is a trade-off between Web-based video and 

OVB/WebTV: Web-based video has the possibility of personalised advertising, but suffers 

from limited QoS and QoE. Whereas, OVB and WebTV does not have these limitations, 

but personalised advertising is not a possibility. It would therefore be ideal to combine the 

benefits of targeted online advertising with the QoE and QoS of DVB and WebTV. This 

would ensure maximum entertainment and QoE for the subscriber and boosted revenue 

from targeted marketing campaigns for service providers. 

With IPTV, this is possible. It is an IP based service, but is offered over a highly managed 

SOP, giving the QoS and QoE of Digital Video Broadcast television. In order to deliver 

personalised advertising efficiently over the IMS, a direct marketing platform must be in

corporated into the standard operation of IMS-based IPTV. The following sections discuss 

the background and operations of the IMS and IPTV. 

2.5 Next Generation Networks and the IMS 

The IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is an architectural framework which provides the 

necessary control functionality required to run managed SOPs over NGN networks. All

IP networks, enabled by the IMS and SOPs, offer possibilities for reliable and secure 
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The IMS core is made up of SIP servers called Call Session Control Functions (CSCFs) 

that are responsible for session control. There are three types of CSCFs, namely the Proxy 

CSCF (P-CSCF), the Interrogating CSCF (I-CSCF) and the Serving CSCF (S-CSCF). 

The P-CSCF handles the control functions of the SIP-based communication and is the 

first point of contact between the client and the IMS network. It acts as a SIP proxy server 

and forwards SIP requests and responses in the appropriate direction. It also performs 

security related functions. The I-CSCF retrieves user location information and routes the 

SIP requests to the appropriate destination, typically to an S-CSCF. The S-CSCF is the 

central node of the control plane. All the SIP signalling in the IMS traverses the allocated 

S-CSCF. It inspects every SIP message and determines whether the SIP signalling should 

visit one or more Application Servers (AS) on its way towards its final destination. The 

Home Subscriber Server (HSS), also located in the control plane, contains all the user

related subscription information required to handle multimedia sessions. This information 

includes location information, security information, user profile information and the S

CSCF which is allocated to the user [10]. 

The application plane contains SIP Application Servers that host and execute services. 

Each AS may operate in one of four modes: SIP proxy mode, SIP User Agent (UA) 

mode, SIP redirect mode, or SIP Back-to-Back User Agent (B2BUA) mode, to connect 

two SIP User Agents. 

The media plane and charging domain host media and charging functions respectively. 

Media functions are responsible for delivering media streams to the client and allowing 

trick play functions. Media streams do not traverse the IMS core; media delivery takes 

place directly between the client and the media plane. However, it is the responsibility 

of the IMS core elements to facilitate the delivery of the media stream according to the 

available network resources and client terminal capabilities [10]. The charging functions 

allow for both online and offline charging. The relevant AS creates charging events and 

sends these to the charging domain where the appropriate credit checks or updates are 

done. If online charging is active, credit checks are done when a user requests a service 

from the AS. With offline charging, credits are updated after a user ends the session. 

Since NGN networks are converged and run highly managed SDPs, they are able to offer 

QoS, QoE and security guarantees, using the control functionality of the IMS. They also 

allow for convergence of services and billing, personalisation of services and integration 

with legacy networks. Furthermore, due to its layered architecture, rapid service creation 

is possible [31]. Offering services over NGN networks, using IMS functionality, allows 

these services to reuse well standardised IMS components to enforce IP control. 
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2.6 IP Television 

There are three types of IPTV services. These are broadcastllive television services; on 

demandlunicast services (VoD); and PVR services which allow recording, pause and time 

shifting of the video stream. 

Many different IPTV architectures have been proposed by the various standardisation 

bodies and are generally vendor specific. However, they can all be classified as one of 

two types of architectures: dedicated IPTV or IMS-based IPTV. Although these are two 

different approaches, they both have the common goal of delivering managed TV and 

video to the user over an IP channel to enhance the traditional television experience. 

Enhancements include recording capabilities, time shifting and a personalised service. 

IPTV is able to combine the flexibility of Web-based video with the reliability of DVB and 

WebTV to deliver a personalised and highly managed digital TV service to the subscriber. 

2.6.1 Dedicated IPTV Systems 

Dedicated IPTV Systems use a dedicated subsystem within an NGN platform to provide 

all the required IPTV functionality, such as service control and user profile management, 

to subscribers [35]. These systems have the advantage of dedicated resources. However, 

they are closed proprietary solutions. As a result, inter-working with other NGN elements 

to provide a converged service becomes difficult. As a result, dedicated IPTV systems are 

generally used as standalone services. 

2.6.2 IMS-Based IPTV 

IMS-based IPTV allows the IPTV service to make use of embedded IMS functionality 

such as authentication, authorisation and accounting [31]. This ensures minimal wastage 

of resources in the network and ensures convergence, since a common IMS core is used 

to provide the control functionality for all NGN services. Standard bodies such as the 

Open IPTV Forum (OIPF) are pushing IMSINGN based telecommunication services for 

convergence [25]. Other advantages of offering IPTV over the IMS are support for sin

gle sign on, subscription and session management, roaming, service personalisation and 

unified charging and billing [35]. 

The IMS-based IPTV architecture standardised by the European Telecommunications 

Standards Institute (ETSI) Telecoms and Internet Converged Services and Protocols for 

Advanced Networking (TISPAN) [16] is the most widely accepted IMS-based IPTV 
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The UE communicates with four entities. These are the P-CSCF, the IPTV AS, the MCF, 

and the MDF. Communication with the P-CSCF takes place when the user requests a 

service. Interaction with the IPTV AS allows service discovery, service selection and 

service control. The UE communicates with the MCF to achieve trick play functions such 

as pause and fast forward; and the MDF link is used to deliver the media stream directly 

to the user [49]. The MCF maps the channel request to the appropriate media file stored 

in the MDF and controls media delivery to the VE, through the MDF, according to user 

policies. 

Once the P-CSCF receives a service INVITE request from the VE, it routes it through 

the IMS core. The P-CSCF forwards the request to the I-CSCF which queries the HSS to 

discover the S-CSCF. The request is then forwarded to the S-CSCF. The S-CSCF utilises 

the user's service profile that was downloaded from the HSS at user registration to deter

mine the IPTV AS to which the request is forwarded. The IPTV AS then retrieves the 

user's subscription information from the HSS and authorises the service request. Once 

validated, a service request is sent to the MCF and MDF via the S-CSCF on behalf of 

the user. The MCF controls the media delivery, according to user policies, through the 

MDF, which is responsible for delivering the media stream directly to the user. The MDF 

is also responsible for processing, encoding and transcoding of the media to suit various 

terminal capabilities [48]. 

The IPTV AS is embedded with a Charging Trigger Function (CTF) which is responsi

ble for detecting chargeable events arriving at the IPTV AS. Chargeable events are SIP 

messages which are received at the AS, such as INVITE and BYE messages. This archi

tecture supports both online and offline charging. For online charging, the CTF detects 

chargeable events which are mapped to charging events created by the CTF and sent to 

the Online Charging System (OCS) in the charging domain. For offline charging, the 

CTF sends charging events to the Charging Data Function (CDF) in the charging domain. 

When online charging is used, there is a delay in service delivery since a check is per

formed to verify that the user has sufficient credits for the selected service. To do this, 

the CTF sends a Credit Control Request (CCR) message to the OCS when the IPTV AS 

receives an INVITE message. The OCS responds with a Credit Control Answer (CCA) 

indicating whether the user has sufficient credits. If the user has insufficient credits, the 

VE is notified and the session is terminated. At the end of the session, a CCR of type 

STOP is sent to the OCS by the CTF once the IPTV AS receives the BYE message. If of

fline charging is used, service delivery commences immediately after the service request 

message is authorised by the IPTV AS. During the session, the CTF sends information on 

service usage to the CDF using interim Accounting Request (ACR) messages. Account-
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ing Answer (ACA) messages are received from the CDF in response to ACR messages. 

The charging mechanism used will determine what information is sent to the CDF, as 

well as the periods at which it is sent. For VoD IPTV services, event based charging is the 

most appropriate charging mechanism. This causes a once-off charge to be levied when a 

VoD channel request occurs. Communication between the application plane and charging 

domain uses the Diameter protocol. The Rf interface is used for communication between 

the CTF and CDF, and the Ro interface is used between the CTF and OCS. 

For simplicity, the Service Selection Function (SSF), Service Discovery Function (SDF) 

and Service Control Function (SCF) are co-located within the IPTV AS in this architec

ture diagram. The SSF and SDF provide the user with information required to select an 

IPTV service, e.g., a VoD channel. The SCF handles the requests from the user and is 

responsible for service and session control [10]. 

User Profiles 

Personalisation of services is a key feature in IMS-based IPTY. User profiles are used 

to achieve personalisation at the application level. IPTV related user profile information 

may enable users to receive personalised Electronic Program Guides (EPGs), advertise

ments and other communication services [31]. IPTV user profiles are similar to IMS user 

profiles. However, IMS user profiles are stored in the HSS and contain information such 

as private and public user identities, sUbscription information and filtering criteria [10]. 

Whereas, IPTV user profiles are usually stored in the application plane, either in the IPTV 

AS or in a document management server. There is an IPTV user profile for every user who 

subscribes to the IPTV service. This profile may be mapped to the default IMS user pro

file if no information is shared by the user. The IPTV user profile may contain details such 

as the user's age and gender. It also facilitates services such as parental control [48][49]. 

2.7 Chapter Discussion 

Figure 2.7 summarises the chapter and illustrates the need for personalised advertising by 

showing current solutions, their drawbacks and the associated progression in the media 

market to overcome these drawbacks. 
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The Internet offers a number of advantages for advertisers. Marketing can be targeted, 

interactive and flexible. Furthermore, the use of the Internet allows marketers to measure 

the effectiveness of their advertising campaigns and pay only for the actual impact made 

on consumers. These advantages indirectly result in advantages for telcos and consumers. 

For telcos, offering targeted advertising results in higher revenue; and for consumers, 

receiving targeted advertising results in higher QoE. An advertising framework that is 

able to combine the entertainment value of television and the marketing efficacy of the 

Internet will therefore be beneficial to advertisers, telcos and consumers. 

IMS-based IPTV is therefore an ideal platform for such an advertising framework. It is 

able to offer reliable, secure television and is IP-based to allow for an efficient marketing 

system. User profiles may be used to deliver targeted advertisements to subscribers. This 

will not negatively affect users' QoE of the IPTV service and will boost telcos' revenue 

to monetise IPTV and incentivise wide scale adoption of the service. 
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Chapter 3 

Proposed Personalised Advertising 

Framework for IMS-Based IPTV 

This chapter presents a personalised advertising framework for IMS-based IPTV to ad

dress the research problem identified in Chapter 1 and the gaps in the current market 

identified in Chapter 2. It is put forward as an effective solution to overcome the problem 

of PVR and DVR advertisement skipping for advertisers and to increase revenue for tel

cos. However, these must not be achieved at the expense of the user's QoE of the IPTV 

service. The effect of delivering personalised advertising on the users' QoE is investigated 

in the next chapter. QoE is evaluated by looking at the effect that the proposed framework 

has on three parameters: service latency, service features and service quality. 

The proposed framework is based on the VoD service of IPTV. It uses online charging to 

account for the worst case service latency since this method of charging requires credit 

checks at session setup to ensure the user has sufficient credits for the requested service. 

These checks add to session setup delay. Event based charging is used as the charging 

mechanism since this is best suited for the VoD service as it causes a once-off charge to 

be levied at session setup. 

Design considerations and architectural requirements for a personalised advertising frame

work are presented in this chapter, followed by the architecture of the proposed frame

work, integrating a personalised advertising platform with IMS-based IPTV and IMS 

charging. Design considerations are discussed from the different players' perspectives to 

ensure all their needs are addressed. Architectural requirements are then considered to 

ensure the proposed framework is in line with the 3GPP IMS specifications [1] and the 

ETSI TISPAN IMS-based IPTV architecture [16]. 
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3.1 Design Considerations 

To ensure the personalised advertising framework for IMS-based IPTV is suitable for all 

the players involved, a number of key success elements were identified. These ensure 

that the proposed framework includes all the necessary functionalities and satisfies the 

requirements of the telcos, users and advertisers. The requirements of each player are 

discussed below. 

The Telco 

High operational expenses are coupled with the roll out of IMS services due to the tight 

management and control which is required to offer services over managed SDPs. Telcos 

need to offset some of these operational expenses to increase revenue. This will also 

subsidise service costs for users and encourage wide scale adoption of NGN/IMS services. 

Advertising is proven to increase revenue for service providers. Existing service providers 

are using advertising as a crucial part of their business models to subsidise service costs 

and increase revenue. Therefore, it is a feasible solution for telcos to monetise IMS IPTV. 

Furthermore, targeted advertising campaigns result in higher revenue than non targeted 

campaigns. 

The User 

Users are able to access various multimedia and communication services over the Inter

net, free of charge. Therefore, if a user is expected to pay for a similar service, subscrip

tion costs should be competitive and certain benefits over Internet services are required. 

These are reliability (guaranteed QoS) and security. A high level of QoE is also expected. 

Therefore, if a personalised advertising framework is to be integrated into IMS IPTV, 

QoE levels should not be lower than that of classic IPTV, where classic IPTV refers to 

IMS IPTV without a personalised advertising framework. 

Related work shows that users would rather watch personalised advertising than general 

broadcasted advertisements which are perceived to be intrusive, irrelevant and unenter

taining. As a result, delivering personalised advertising further increases the user's QoE. 

The Advertiser 

The shift towards a PVR and DVR sty Ie of watching television means that advertisements 

are being skipped. In order for advertisers to continue to design and deliver effective 
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to offer the same entertainment value as TV (guaranteed QoS and QoE) and make 

use of IP-based marketing techniques to target advertising messages. 

• The advertising system should offer advertising solutions for PVR and DVR type 

services in which consumers normally have the ability to skip or leave out adver

tisements. In this case, advertisements should not be able to be skipped. 

• The advertising system should be permission based, giving power to the consumer. 

The consumer should therefore be able to opt in or out, or choose between different 

pricing plans offering varying amounts of advertising. 

• The advet:tisements should be personalised to ensure consumers need not view ir

relevant advertisements. 

• Advertisements should be as unobtrusive and non disruptive as possible, so as not 

to negatively affect the user's QoE. Overlay advertisements (banners) have been 

identified as a possibility since they cannot be skipped. They should not occupy 

more than 10% of the window to be classified as unobtrusive and should invite 

participation from the viewer. 

• Users should be given an incentive to view video advertisements linked to banners. 

IMS-based IPTV was identified as a suitable platform to host the advertising framework. 

The user's QoE will be measured in the evaluation platform using three parameters: ser

vice latency, more specifically session setup delay; service features, such as personalis a

tion; and service quality, which specifically looks at the quality of the IPTV video content. 

3.2 Architectural Requirements 

This section details the necessary entities which are required to incorporate the above 

requirements into a framework that is in line with the 3GPP IMS specifications [1] and 

the ETSI TISPAN IMS-based IPTV architecture [16], which is presently the most com

prehensive set of specifications on IMS IPTV. It is crucial that the proposed framework 

make use, where possible, of the standard IMS and NGN functional components, inter

faces and protocols defined by the 3GPP and ETSI TISPAN, to ensure interoperability 

between vendor specific architectures and other IMS and NGN entities. The required ele

ments are discussed below. Section 3.3 details the full proposed architecture which makes 

use of these elements. Figure 3.2 shows the proposed architecture and illustrates how the 

following architectural requirements are met by using standard entities, interfaces and 

protocols. 
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3.2.1 IMS Control Functions 

IMS core elements are required to process SIP signalling within the IMS and to manage 

IPTV sessions. Three types of CSCFs are required to perform these functions. As men

tioned earlier, they are the P-CSCF, I-CSCF and S-CSCF which are SIP servers and are 

essential nodes in NGN architectures, since they make up the control plane (IMS layer). 

The P-CSCF acts as an inbound/outbound SIP proxy server between the DE and the IMS 

core and requires a SIP based Gm interface to communicate with the UE. A P-CSCF 

is allocated to a UE upon registration with the IMS core and remains assigned for the 

duration of that registration. The P-CSCF performs integrity protection, authentication 

of the user and verifies correctness of SIP messages sent by the DE. The IMS core may 

contain more than one P-CSCF for the sake of scalability and redundancy. However, only 

one P-CSCF is used in the proposed framework as scalability issues are beyond the scope 

of this thesis. 

The I-CSCF retrieves user location information from the HSS using the Diameter protocol 

over a Cx interface. It routes the SIP requests received from the P-CSCF to the appropriate 

destination, which is usually an S-CSCF. 

The S-CSCF is the central node of the control plane. All SIP signalling traverses the S

CSCF. Every message is inspected to determine if it should be sent to one or more AS. 

This decision is made based on filter criteria information contained in the IMS user profile 

which is downloaded from the HSS at registration. Communication with the AS is done 

over a SIP based ISC interface and communication with the HSS is done using a Diameter 

based Cx interface, which is also used to authenticate the user at registration, based on 

SUbscription information. Policy enforcement is also the responsibility of the S-CSCF, 

using subscription information. This ensures that the user may not perform unauthorised 

operations. The S-CSCF also performs session control, facilitating the delivery of the 

media stream according to the available network resources and client terminal capabili

ties; and acts as a SIP registrar by maintaining a binding between the user's location and 

SIP address. Again, the IMS core may contain more than one S-CSCF for the sake of 

scalability and redundancy, but this is not considered in this thesis. 

3.2.2 Application Servers 

Application servers provide NGNIIMS services to the user. They are SIP entities that are 

responsible for hosting and executing services. As mentioned in the previous chapter, they 

may operate in one of four modes: SIP proxy mode, SIP UA mode, SIP redirect mode, 
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or SIP B2BUA mode. For the purpose of an IPTV service, an IPTV AS is required, 

operating as a SIP proxy server. This means that the SIP session invitation is forwarded 

to another entity, i.e. the S-CSCF. When the IPTV AS receives a channel request message 

from the S-CSCF on behalf of the DE, it contacts the HSS to authorise the service request 

and forwards the authorised request back to the S-CSCF. The MDF starts to stream the 

requested media to the DE once the MCF receives the authorised service request. 

The IPTV AS requires a number of interfaces: a SIP based ISC interface to the S-CSCF 

to receive SIP request messages, and a Diameter based Sh interface to the HSS to retrieve 

user profile information and authenticate the user for that service based on subscription 

information. An embedded CTF is required to detect chargeable events in the SIP mes

sages arriving at the IPTV AS. Two more Diameter interfaces are required to send and 

receive charging information to and from the charging domain: a Rf interface to commu

nicate with the CDF for offline charging and a Ro interface to communicate with the OCS 

for online charging. In addition to the CTF, an embedded Advertisement AS is required 

to perform the necessary advertisement related functions. Co-locating the Advertisement 

AS with the IPTV AS is beneficial since processing of SIP INVITE messages can be 

done sequentially for every channel request arriving at the IPTV AS. A categorising algo

rithm is run by the Advertisement AS upon receiving a SIP INVITE requesting an IPTV 

service. This algorithm categorises the user based on attributes shared in the IPTV user 

profile. These categories allow the AS to identify relevant advertisements for that cate

gory of user. The metadata corresponding to the identified advertisement is sent in the 

SDP body of the SIP INVITE message going back to the S-CSCF as optional attributes. 

This information is extracted by the MCF. The Advertisement AS also hosts a timer; upon 

expiry of this timer a SIP RE-INVITE is sent to the DE displaying metadata related to a 

second targeted advertisement at the bottom of the media window as a banner advertise

ment. Video advertisements are linked to banners and are streamed to the DE by the MDF, 

under control of the MCF, if the user interacts with the associated banner advertisement. 

3.2.3 Databases 

The HSS is the central repository for user-related information in the IMS which is used 

to handle IPTV sessions. It contains location information, security information (authen

tication and authorisation information), IMS user profile information and the S-CSCF 

allocated to the user. User profile information includes private and public user identities, 

subscription information and filtering criteria. An NGN network may contain more than 

one HSS to handle large numbers of subscribers, but this is not considered as scalability 

issues are beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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The HSS uses a Diameter based Cx interface for communication with the S-CSCF and 

I-CSCF to obtain user profile information during IPTV session setup and session modifi

cation. A Diameter based Sh interface is required to communicate with the IPTV AS for 

authorisation during session setup and modification. 

An advertisement database is required to map user categories to relevant advertisements. 

The database stores a list of the advertisements available in the MDF and the categories 

for which each advertisement is best suited. Metadata for each advertisement, detailing a 

description of the advertisement, is also stored in the advertisement database. 

3.2.4 User Equipment 

An IMS terminal is required to access IMS services by the subscriber. A number of 

interfaces are required on the IMS terminal: A SIP based Gm interface to the P-CSCF 

to request an IPTV service; an HTTPS based Xa interface to the IPTV AS for service 

discovery and service selection and a Ut interface for service control; an RTSP based Xc 

interface to the MCF for trick play functions; and an RTP based Xd interface to the MDF 

for media delivery directly to the terminal. 

An IMS client running on the terminal is required to allow IMS registration, IPTV service 

requests, preference changes and viewing IPTV media. 

3.2.5 Media Functions 

A Media Server is responsible for the storage of all IPTV media content and video adver

tisements and control of the media stream. Two media functions are required for an IPTV 

service: an MCF and MDF. These may be co-located, collectively referred to as a Media 

Server. 

The MCF receives channel requests from the S-CSCF via a SIP based y2 interface and 

controls media delivery through the MDF, according to user policies, via an RTSP based 

Xp interface. The MCF maps the IPTV channel request to the appropriate media file 

stored in the MDF and controls the adaptation of the media stream to include targeted 

advertisements. The MCF also has an RTSP based Xc interface to communicate with the 

UE for trick play functions. The MDF is responsible for storing and delivering all IPTV 

media, under control of the MCF. The media stream is delivered to the UE via an RTP 

based Xd interface. An NGN network may contain more than one MDF for the sake of 

scalability, but this is not considered in this thesis. 
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3.2.6 Charging Functions 

Charging functions are required to integrate IMS charging to allow the user to choose 

between different pricing plans and receive rewards for viewing advertisements in the 

form of credits. As an alternative to receiving credits for viewing advertisements, users 

may receive discounts for viewing IPTV media with embedded advertisements, or pay 

lower subscription fees for receiving more advertising. This flexibility is possible through 

the use of charging functions. Two charging functions, the OCS and CDF, are required in 

order to support online and offline charging respectively. 

Both charging functions communicate with the CTF in the IPTV AS using the Diameter 

protocol. This is to receive charging events created by the CTF and to allow for credit 

checks and updates. The OCS communicates with the IPTV AS via the Ro interface and 

the CDF uses an Rf interface. 

The next section details how these functional entities work together to form a personalised 

advertising framework that is in line with the 3GPP IMS specifications [1] and the ETSI 

TIS PAN IMS-based IPTV architecture [16] and satisfies all the requirements laid out in 

the previous section. 

3.3 Proposed Personalised Advertising Framework for IMS

Based IPTV Architecture 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the architecture of the proposed advertising framework and how it 

interworks with both IMS IPTV and IMS charging elements. The architecture conforms 

to the 3GPP IMS specifications [1] and the ETSI TISPAN IMS-based IPTV architecture 

[16] by using standard IMS and NGN functional components, interfaces and protocols. 

The framework modifies the standard IPTV operation by integrating targeted advertising 

into IPTV media sessions. It also makes use of IMS charging to reward subscribers with 

credits for viewing video advertisements. The Advertisement Application Server is co

located with the IPTV Application Server and Charging Trigger Function. This allows the 

Advertisement AS to further process SIP service request messages after the IPTV AS has 

performed its necessary processing. The MDF is responsible for hosting both the IPTV 

media and the video advertisements. The charging domain not only performs the standard 

credit checks and updates, but also keeps track of awarded advertisement credits. 
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plified diagram illustrating the operation of the categorising algorithm based on only two 

attributes: age and gender. In the case of no category being identified, a generic category 

is assigned. General advertisements may be matched to this category. This may occur if 

the subscriber decides not to share any profile information. 

age,gender 

N 
Male? >--___ < 

N 

.-~~ a~ .-~~ 
generic 

L-. ______ -j category r------' 

Figure 3.3: Categorising algorithm run by the Advertisement AS 

The IMS charging system is integrated with the proposed architecture to enhance the ef

fectiveness of the advertising framework. If the user chooses to interact with a banner ad

vertisement and view the associated video advertisement, the IMS UE sends a notification 

to the Advertisement AS where a pre-defined number of credits get assigned. Marketers 

may choose how many credits are awarded for each advertisement. These credits are then 

transferred to the billing domain using the standard Diameter based interfaces, updating 

the user's account balance. 

Figure 3.4 shows the signalling flow for a typical IPTV session for the proposed adver

tising framework. For the sake of simplicity, only the main entities are shown; OK and 

ACK messages after INVITE and RE-INVITE messages are not shown. This IPTV ses

sion illustrates a VoD service and uses online charging with event based charging as the 

charging mechanism. An initial advertisement is streamed to the UE before the IPTV 
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The MCF in the Media Server identifies the selected advertisement, using the metadata 

added to the SIP INVITE at the IPTV AS, and the MDF streams it to the user. The 

requested media is streamed once the advertisement has ended. The MCF is responsible 

for mapping the channel request from the UE to the corresponding media stored in the 

MDE It then controls the delivery of the appropriate media to the UE through the MDE 

During the VoD session, the advertisement timer at the Advertisement AS expires. This 

causes the Advertisement AS to identify a second targeted advertisement for the iden

tified user category. A RE-INVITE message is sent to the UE containing the selected 

advertisement metadata. This causes a banner to be displayed at the UE, overlayed across 

the bottom of the VoD window. The text displayed corresponds to the metadata which 

was added to the SIP message by the Advertisement AS after its hash table look-up. The 

user decides to interact with the banner to view the associated video advertisement and 

earn credits. This causes the VoD media to be paused. The RE-INVITE is forwarded to 

the Media Server where the video advertisement is stored. Once again, the relevant adver

tisement is identified by the MCF and streamed to the UE by the MDE The UE informs 

the IPTV AS of the advertisement event by sending a SIP session modification message, 

causing the embedded CTF to update the user's credits by sending a CCR message to the 

OCS with the awarded advertisement credits. Upon completion of the advertisement, the 

VoD media resumes. 

When the user decides to end the VoD session, a BYE message is sent to the IPTV AS 

and the session is terminated after a three-way handshake. 

3.4 Chapter Discussion 

This chapter proposed a personalised advertising framework to address the PVR and DVR 

problem of advertising skipping and to meet the requirements of the user, te1co and ad

vertiser. The framework is based on an all-IP network which offers a secure and reliable 

television service, thereby combining the entertainment value of TV with the marketing 

efficacy of the Internet, enabling real time feedback on advertising campaigns and higher 

turnover for te1cos due to targeted advertising. The control lies with the user since they 

are able to choose what information to share and hence the level of targeting they will 

receive. Furthermore, users are able to choose which video advertisements to watch as 

only banner advertisements are pushed to the UE. These advertisements are unobtrusive 

since they do not disturb the viewing experience, typically occupying 10% of the VoD 

window and not disrupting the continuity of the media stream. Since IMS charging is in-
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tegrated into the framework, users receive an incentive for viewing video advertisements 

by receiving credits as a reward. These credits may be used in exchange for a free VoD 

session. It is also possible to offer different pricing plans for the IPTV service, allowing 

users to choose to receive more advertisements coupled with lower service costs, or fewer 

advertisements for a higher cost of service. This could be done as an alternative to award

ing credits for each viewed advertisement. Video advertisements may also be embedded 

into the VoD media, offering lower costs for viewing such media. This flexibility is ideal 

for advertisers and telcos. 

The framework uses standard NGN and IMS entities, interfaces and protocols as defined 

by the 3GPP and ETSI TISPAN. These are IMS control functions, application servers, 

databases, user equipment, media functions and charging functions. As a result, service 

convergence and interoperability between vendor specific architectures is guaranteed. 

A suitable evaluation platform is needed in order to evaluate the effect of the proposed 

personalised advertising framework on users' QoE of the IPTV service. More specifi

cally, to evaluate service latency, service features and service quality. The addition of an 

Advertisement AS, to perform additional processing on SIP INVITE messages at session 

setup, adds to service latency. This is evaluated in Chapter 5. Further modifications to the 

standard operation of IMS-based IPTV do not add to service latency perceived by the user 

due to the layered architecture of NGN networks. Additional processing is performed at 

the application plane during the media session. QoE tests would only be meaningful after 

a successful proof of concept is performed to validate the evaluation platform as a suitable 

testing environment. The next chapter details the platform which was used to evaluate the 

proposed framework. Chapter 5 details the proof of concept and QoE tests. 
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Chapter 4 

The Evaluation Platform - Design and 

Architecture 

This chapter presents the objectives, requirements and limitations of the evaluation plat

form used to test the effect of the proposed framework on users' QoE of the IPTV service. 

After which, the test-bed's topology is given, along with a brief description of the soft

ware and hardware. Finally, the operation of the evaluation platform is discussed. Full 

hardware and software specifications can be found in Appendix C. 

The ITU-T Lead Study Group on QoS and QoE (Study Group 12) is responsible for 

end-to-end transmission performance of networks and terminals. The G.101O recom

mendation [29] defines a model from an end user's perspective by considering user QoE 

expectations. This is done for a number of multimedia applications, based on network 

factors such as packet loss and delay. This QoE model presents user application needs as 

a function of error tolerance and sensitivity to overall delay from servers, networks and 

applications. Streaming audio and video applications such as IPTV are not sensitive to 

delay variation (jitter) and can tolerate a fairly large delay, since there is no conversational 

element. This means that the delay requirement is less stringent than for conversational 

services such as voice and video calling. Table 4.1 shows performance targets for audio 

and video applications. It can be seen that a service like IPTV, offering one-way video, 

has a target delay of less than 10 seconds. The typical expected data rate is 16384 kbitls 

with a Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) of less than 1 %. 

The user experience (QoE) is directly dependent on QoS, which, in tum, depends on 

a number of factors, including speed, accuracy, reliability and security of the underlying 

network [28]. It can therefore be said that if QoS is guaranteed, the user experience (QoE), 

in terms of target data rates, delay and information loss, as identified in table 4.1, is also 
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guaranteed. Since IMS-based IPTV is offered over a managed SDP, this thesis assumes 

the target bit rate and PLR are guaranteed. The underlying factors affecting QoE at the 

transport layer, such as buffering techniques, media coding and QoS classes, required to 

offer these guarantees, are beyond the scope of this thesis. As a result, the parameters of 

concern are those perceived by the user, i.e., service delay. 

Table 4.1: Performance targets for audio and video applications [29] 

Mrdium Application Drgnrof Typical Kry prrformancr paramrtrrs and tngrt values 
symmrtry data ratrs 

Onr-way Drlay Information Othrr 
dl.'lay variation loss (Notl.' 2) 

Audio Conversational Two-way 4-64 kbitls <150ms < 1 ms < 3% packet 
yoice preferred loss ratio 

(Note 1) (PLR) 

<400 ms limit 
(Note 1) 

Audio Voice Primarily 4-32 kbitls <lsfor < 1 ms <3%PLR 
messaging one-way playback 

< 2 s for 
record 

Audio High quality Primarily one- 16-128 kbitls < lOs « 1ms < I%PLR 
streaming way (Note 3) 
audio 

Video Videophone Two-way 16-384 kbitls < ISO ms < I%PLR Lip-
preferred synch: 
(Note 4) <80ms 

<400 ms limit 

Video One-way One-way 16-384 kbitls < 10 s < l%PLR 

NOTE 1 - Assumes adequate echo control. 

NOTE 2 - Exact values depend on specific codec. bnt assumes use of a packet loss conceahnent algorithm to minimise 
effect of packet loss. 

NOTE 3 - Quality is very dependent on codec type and bit-rate. 

NOTE 4 - These \'awes are to be considered a~ long-ternl target values which may not be met by current teclmology. 

QoE is not only dependent on QoS factors, but also on human components, such as user 

emotions and expectations. Figure 4.1 illustrates the factors determining QoE, both objec

tively and subjectively. QoE is measured subjectively by the end-user and therefore may 

differ from one user to the other. However, it is often estimated using objective measure

ments [27]. Service delay is an example of an objective measurement that may be used 

to estimate user QoE. Factors determining the subjective component are factors such as 

service features and service quality [28]. To measure these parameters, available features 

and service quality may be compared to those offered in similar services. For example, 

TV and PVR services. 
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Objective 
Subjective 

Figure 4.1: QoE dimension [27] 

Recommendation G.1080 [27] from the ITU-T Study Group 12 defines user requirements 

for QoE for IPTV services. These requirements are from the user's perspective and are 

agnostic to network architectures and transport protocols. Conducting subjective tests, 

where a sample group of viewers are asked to use and rate a service, are expensive and 

time-consuming. As a result, recommendation G.1080 [27] suggests the subjective ele

ments of QoE may be measured by considering a number of issues: the purpose of the 

IPTV service, QoE level of the current broadcasting systems (which sets user expec

tation), compression coding scheme to be used for the service, content characteristics, 

content provider requirements and customer satisfaction. Aspects of media compression 

are beyond the scope of this thesis. The remaining factors are considered when analysing 

service features and service quality. 

QoE requirements for metadata are also recommended in ITU-T G.1080 [27]. These are 

high availability to be ensured when transmitting the metadata over the network; the size 

of the transported data is sufficiently small, relative to factors such as the number of total 

services, the number of contents, and network bandwidth; and the service provider should 

ensure the metadata tagged to particular content is correct. 

4.1 Evaluation Objectives 

In order for an evaluation platform to provide meaningful test results, it is necessary to 

first perform proof of concept tests to test the suitability of the evaluation platform as 

an adequate environment for the proposed framework. Once the evaluation platform is 

validated, meaningful tests may be carried out. The objective of the evaluation platform 

is to test the effect of the framework on users' QoE of the IPTV service, focusing on the 

VoD service model. 

Users' QoE will be evaluated by analysing service latency, service features and service 
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quality. QoE is defined as "the overall acceptability of an application or service, as per

ceived subjectively by the end-user" [27]. These parameters were chosen to effectively 

evaluate QoE from the end user's perspective. 

Service latency refers to IPTV session setup delay. This includes delays in the termi

nal, network, and servers. Session setup delay for a classic IPTV system, i.e. before 

any modifications were made in adding the advertising framework, should be compared 

to service latency after adding the advertising and charging functionalities. This delay 

should not be significantly larger than that of classic IPTV. More importantly, it should 

fall within the standard expected delay of less than 10 seconds. Typically, from the end 

user's point of view, delay also takes into account the effect of other network parameters 

such as throughput. However, this is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Service features refers to the features expected by the user and their ease of use. These 

include channel selection; trick play functions to pause, fast forward and rewind IPTV 

media; user profile configuration to change user attributes; charging selection to choose 

between different pricing profiles; and interaction with banner advertisements to view 

video advertisements and earn credits. 

Service quality refers to the quality of the media viewed by the user. Since the service is 

offered over a managed SDP and requires user subscriptions, TV quality is expected, i.e. 

a guaranteed QoS with high quality media. 

4.2 Evaluation Requirements 

To satisfy the above objectives, a number of requirements for the evaluation platform were 

identified. The proposed framework should be integrated with IMS-based IPTV to ensure 

high quality service delivery over a managed platform. Furthermore, the architectural re

quirements outlined in the previous chapter should be implemented in accordance with 

standard entities and interfaces as defined by the 3GPP and ETSI TISPAN. The entities 

to be implemented to test the proposed framework are: IMS control elements (CSCFs), 

IPTV Application Server with embedded CTF and Advertisement AS, IMS user profile 

database (HSS), IPTV user profile and advertisement database stored on the Advertise

ment AS, VE with a suitable IMS client, Media Server to store IPTV media and video 

advertisements, and charging elements to allow for online and offline charging (OCS and 

CDF respectively) and to keep track of advertisement credits earned by a user. Figure 4.4 

illustrates the architecture of the evaluation platform which implements these entities. 
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Figure 4.3: Advert button and banner advertisement 

Once a user chooses to view a full video advertisement and earn credits by pressing the 

advert button during a banner advertisement, trick play functions should be disabled for 

the duration of the video advertisement. This will ensure that users are not able to choose 

to view an advertisement and earn credits, then fast forward through it. If the advert button 

is not clicked during a banner advertisement, the banner should disappear after a specified 

timeout period, for example, 30 seconds. 

To test the operation of the advertising framework, not all of the user attributes in the User 

Profile are required. Once proven successful in proof of concept tests, the evaluation plat

form may be expanded to include more user attributes. Age and gender were identified as 

adequate attributes to test proof of concept. Targeted advertisements should be delivered 

to users based on these two attributes. 

4.3 Limitations of the Evaluation Platform 

A test-bed was chosen as the evaluation platform to test the effect of the proposed frame

work on users' QoE of the IPTV service. This was chosen over a simulation since users' 

QoE can be perceived more accurately in a practical test-bed environment. Simulations 

fail to consider all real world factors such as server processing delays and other hard

ware factors. These delays are important when testing QoE as they add to service latency. 

Furthermore, to properly test service features and service quality, a practical test-bed is 

required as both hardware and software playa role in determining these outcomes. Such 

a platform is therefore able to provide a more realistic analysis than a simulation in this 

case. Simulations are able to simulate large numbers of users which is not possible in a 

test-bed environment. However, it is more important to achieve accurate QoE measure

ments for service latency, service features and service quality. Furthermore, scalability 

issues are beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Limitations exist in the operation of the test-bed due to software compatibility and time 

limitations. As a result, the operation of the test-bed differs slightly to that of the pro

posed framework, which is based on ETSI TISPAN's IMS-based IPTY. These differences 

are detailed here. However, they do not have a negative effect on the accuracy of the 
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evaluation, as there are no major differences between the theoretical framework detailed 

in the previous chapter and that of the evaluation test-bed. 

The Media Server is implemented as one entity, combining the MCF and MDF. Only 

basic MCF and MDF functions are implemented. The MDF module stores and streams 

media files to the UE while the MCF module controls the streaming of media through the 

MDF and allows for trick play functions. In ETSI TISPAN's IMS-based IPTV, the MCF 

is responsible for identifying the relevant media file according to the channel request 

received from the S-CSCF on behalf of the UE. It then controls the delivery of the media 

stream from the MDF to the UE. However, since there are no real MCF functionalities 

implemented, the IPTV AS performs a hash table look-up to identify the relevant media 

file. This is done when the IPTV AS receives the service request from the S-CSCF on 

behalf of the DE. This information, containing the identified media file, is sent back to the 

DE which contacts the Media Server directly to retrieve the requested media. As a result 

of these changes, the IPTV AS is implemented as a SIP indirection server rather than a 

SIP proxy server, since the SIP session invitation is redirected to an external domain, i.e., 

the media plane, where the IPTV media is stored. These changes result in less processing 

by the MCF and MDF and slightly more processing by the IPTV AS. However, these are 

not significant additional processing loads to add any noticeable latencies to session setup 

and service delivery. 

MySQL databases are implemented rather than using a categorising algorithm run by the 

Advertisement AS. The MySQL databases are hosted on the Advertisement AS, one for 

user profiles and another for advertisements. These can be seen in figures 4.5 and 4.6 

respectively. The profiles database contains age and gender as the only user attributes. 

Instead of running a categorising algorithm and then identifying a relevant advertisement 

in a look-up table, the Advertisement AS retrieves the user profile information from the 

profiles database (age and gender) and then scans through the advertisements database to 

identify an advertisement that matches the profile information. 

4.4 Architecture of the Evaluation Platform 

The DCT IMS test-bed was used as the evaluation platform and modified to suit the eval

uation requirements. Standard entities, interfaces and protocols are used as defined by the 

3GPP and ETSI TISPAN. Figure 4.4 shows the architecture of the evaluation platform. 

The IPTV AS operates as a SIP indirection server. This means that the SIP session invita

tion is redirected to an external domain, where the IPTV media is stored. When the IPTV 
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The VCT IPTV system requires a third party Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) server 

to act as the Media Server, i.e. to store the media files and deliver the media stream to the 

IMS Client running on the VE. This is located in the media plane. 

In the charging domain, the VCT IPTV Charging [44] is used to provide the required 

OCS and CDF functions, i.e. perform credit checks and updates and to keep track of 

awarded advertisement credits. The Fokus C Diameter Peer (CDP) is used to implement 

the Diameter based Rf and Ro interfaces. 

4.5 Operation of the Evaluation Platform 

This section details the operation of the evaluation platform to implement the proposed 

framework. The architecture of the test-bed can be seen in figure 4.4. The operation of 

the evaluation platform differs slightly to that of the proposed framework due to test-bed 

limitations. These differences were detailed in section 4.3 and do not negatively affect the 

accuracy of the evaluation. 

The IPTV User Profile and Advertisement Databases 

The IPTV user profile and advertisement databases are stored on the Advertisement AS in 

MySQL databases. The Advertisement AS identifies relevant advertisements by looking 

up the user's profile information; in this case, age and gender. It then scans through 

the advertisements database, starting at the top, identifying a relevant advertisement that 

matches the user's profile information. Once the end of the table is reached, the selection 

begins again from the first targeted advertisement in the list. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 are 

examples of the profiles and advertisements databases respectively. The profiles database 

contains the user's IMS public user identity (IMPV), name, age, gender and the number of 

credits earned from viewing video advertisements. The advertisements database contains 

a list of the advertisements stored in the Media Server, their name (metadata describing 

the advertisement to be displayed as a banner advertisement prompting the user to click 

the advert button), the corresponding RTSP address of the media file, the age range and 

gender best suited for the advertisement and the number of credits that a user will earn 

from viewing the advertisement. 
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hgllre 4.7' S~llding rretefences in SDP ~onlcn1> of SII' L'>IY IT.!:. 

The IPTVApplkatiunS~ ... er 

Th~ Ad;cni >C!Tlcm AS eIl\bdded in tr., IPTV AS " requn'ed (n handle Ihe !\<Xc."",), 

advetti"'''Jenl related f un~li()m, rile '" indllde database look -lll"". a, rI.e.,crihed carl icr. tn 

",Ieel rd~VHl1t advenisemenK The ~ orrc,p() n<Ji ng II.TSI' ",klre" of the media tile 'tOfed 

in the \1c(h~ Sener i, ,en! to U", UE along with the RTSP aJdrel' ()f Ir.c rcquc,ted 11'1 V 

media Ille. The IIrlvcr(i >emenl liS abo no,l, a timer. Upon expH)' of thi.' timer. the "e'l 

tafg~ted ad\etti,"ment j n lhe I i II i. >eiccted and the C<J1Tt"llOlldillg RTSP add,e" i.' ,e!ll 

10 the L.I:. during U", IPTV """ion. A,h'ertl<;cnlCnt' nrc lClrievcd fr"lll tho" Media Se,ver 

h} Ihc UE in IOC ,ame way a, Jl'TV medIa. alier receiving tr.c apprnpriatc k LSI' ~d<I [e". 

A Ty]>ical I P'TV Session with Taq:flcti .-\dHrlising 

For cla"ic lPTV. r.cf;-'re Jny ad,'eIliscmcnt and cllarh~ng functionalilie" were adrled, the 

",." r~4"e't' the IPTV ""rvice hy ,cl.;cting a ~hanncllhrough the l'-CSC!'. Th" can be 

<;ccn in Clgure 4.4 . The chall nd ,election" of the form ('hlllmell @' iptv-~,. imsdomain. ,inS. 

A, e'peeted, thi .' rcguc,t is routed throllgh th~ IMS Core and arrive, atlhe s -c.~cp" r.cre 

n ;, fOlwart.lerlto Ihe IPTV AS. I'hi s ,i<:<;i"on " made by lh~ S-CSCF baseJ on lFC 

infonnation which j, contained in the l\iS uscr profiic and duwnlomkd from the HSS 

wr.c" the <JOC, regi"~Th with Ihe lMS. The [PTV AS perform., a hnsh lahle l"ol..- lIp to 

irle nti/) the rclc'<l"t media Cllc 'tored in Ir.c "'I~d;a Server, corre"IXlnding to th~ chan",,1 
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sek<·teu by the lher. The J1'TV AS <enu, lh" RTSI' addfes<. 01 tl", form "1.'I':llmcdi~ . 

'N"\·er.im,·dmna;I1. "rulcl",,,nell. b"ck to lhe S-CSC~ When Ihe SIP me<>age wn!alnlng 

Ih,- RTSP ;ldthc" or Ib,- ":'1,~"I('d H~'di" ,,<TOWS ", Ihe UE. the Meui" Servcr i, wntcoctcu 

directly hy the VE r<"<ll"',ling the medJa_ n", \1edia S,·,,,"' [h,,,, ,,,,"n))' Ill(" lC'I"c,l(:d 

Ined", Ille 10 Ibe UE 

FIgure 4.H ,bO\~, a "gnalhng d,agram "f a typicallPTY ""i(}n ,uppotling advetl""". 

n,,,1 ch~rgmg ru""tioJlaiilic' For tbe >ilkc 01 "mplicity. "nly the mam enuhe< are ,h(}"n: 

OK ~nd ACK 1l\c"ag'" ar,,·, I,,·VITI ·: a",II.:I·. INVITI ffic"agl-' 'iJ~ lit'll ,,11 ,ho ..... ". n", 
IPTV ",-,Sli(}n 1I1",lra,,-, 111<; lalll<: ",-[ta,io as d,-,cril>,,1 on In" preVIO'" d"lpln: a Voll 

,,',-viee that u,e< (}nlLne charging wah event hased charging a, the dlarginr 1ll<·dMnism. 

\" i"il",1 coUvcrtl"'Illcnt" >tJeameu to lhe UE before tlie II'TV media ,tart,_ An intermit

h:nt ad\ en i"-"":JII i, ,dx:dul,-d dLJring Ihc m,-dia ,,',,'011 ",hich ,-""usc' a S II' R E-INY rt E 

lnes<age to he "'nl to til<" IIF. Th.: """ d,-,j,k, 10 vj,-\\' 11", ad",-r1i,,-rnclll ",1",.o1l cau,~, 

the II'"[V medIa [() he Ilall,ed and re<ume upon compleli()" (}f the a(h·~ni'em,·nt When 

co"'paring Ilu, "gIMlh"g JI"graTll to Ill"t of the propo,cti i"raITI,-,work mtroou"ed m tbe 

rreYio,,-, Ch"r1':l in fig"n: .1.4. unly ,light d"mg'" an: oh",-""d. 

" , , 
~ ....... , ... , 

'" , 

-, ,) 

--~~--

Figure 4_R· S ignall i ng diagram for the mooili ed IPTV ",.,sion 
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During session setup, the SIP INVITE message requesting an IPTV channel arrives at 

the IPTV AS after being routed through the IMS core and an IFC check by the S-CSCF. 

After authorising the service request by contacting the HSS, the IPTV AS does a hash 

table look-up to map the requested channel to the corresponding media file in the Media 

Server. The Advertisement AS processes the SIP message further by looking up the rele

vant user profile information in the profiles database stored locally. It then scans through 

the advertisements database and identifies a targeted advertisement based on user profile 

information that matches the subscriber's specific attributes. Once a targeted advertise

ment is selected by the Advertisement AS, the corresponding RTSP address, of the form 

rtsp:llmedia-server.imsdomain.imslchanne14, is added to the SIP message going back to 

the UE, along with the RTSP address of the IPTV media file identified by the IPTV AS. 

These RTSP addresses are sent back to the UE in the 200 OK message in response to the 

INVITE. 

The CTF embedded in the IPTV AS detects the INVITE message as a chargeable event 

and contacts the OCS to do a credit check and levy a charge for the requested channel. 

Once receiving a reply from the OCS indicating that the user has enough credits and that 

the charge has been levied, the advertisement timer is started. 

Once the UE receives the RTSP addresses, it contacts the Media Server to retrieve the 

advertisement first. Once the advertisement has ended, the UE contacts the Media Server 

to retrieve the requested IPTV media. During the session, while the requested channel 

is being viewed, the timer at the Advertisement AS expires. This causes the Advertise

ment AS to identify a second targeted advertisement from the advertisements database in 

another table look-up. The corresponding RTSP address and advertisement metadata is 

added to a SIP RE-INVITE message going to the UE. At the UE, the advertisement meta

data is displayed on the VoD media window as a banner advertisement across the bottom 

of the window. Examples of advertisement metadata can be seen in figure 4.5 under the 

name field of the advertisements database. The user decides to view the associated video 

advertisement by pressing the advert button while the banner appears. This causes the 

IPTV media to be paused. The UE contacts the Media Server to retrieve the video ad

vertisement, and informs the IPTV AS of the advertisement event, causing the embedded 

CTF to contact the OCS to award credits to that user and update their account balance. 

Once the advertisement ends, the UE contacts the Media Server to retrieve the requested 

channel which continues from the paused position. 

The UE ends the session by sending a BYE message to the IPTV AS, followed by the 

expected three-way handshake. 
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4.6 Chapter Discussion 

After discussing the evaluation requirements, objectives and limitations of the test-bed 

used to evaluate the proposed framework, it can be seen that the evaluation platform sat

isfies the requirements. It contains all the required entities, satisfying the architectural 

requirements, i.e., IMS control elements, an IPTV AS with an embedded CTF and Ad

vertisement AS, an HSS for IMS user profiles, IPTV user profiles stored in the Advertise

ment AS, UE with an IMS client, a Media Server and charging elements. The test-bed 

conforms to 3GPP and ETSI TISPAN standards. Since the architectural requirements 

have been met, the test-bed is able to accurately evaluate the proposed framework and 

provide meaningful results. A GUI is implemented on the IMS client for ease of use of 

the IPTV, advertisement and charging service features and to update and modify IPTV 

user profile information. In this way, the user may choose the level of targeting they wish 

to receive. Banner advertisements were implemented during a media session to ensure 

minimal disruption. Trick play functions were disabled during video advertisements to 

ensure the advertisement credit system is not abused. 

The following chapter details the proof of concept tests performed to validate the test-bed 

as an adequate evaluation environment, after which, user's QoE will be tested using three 

parameters: service latency, service features and service quality. The next chapter details 

these tests and the results obtained. 

A detailed scenario is described in Appendix B. A demonstration video for that scenario 

can be found on the accompanying CD-ROM in Appendix 0, along with all the source 

code used to setup the evaluation platform. 
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Chapter 5 

The Evaluation Platform 

An accurate evaluation of the effectiveness of a personalised advertising platform for 

IMS-based IPTV can only be performed in a real world implementation by te1cos and 

advertisers. However, based on success elements identified and analysed in Chapter 2, 

the framework is expected to increase revenue for te1cos and boost the effectiveness of 

marketing campaigns for advertisers. 

This chapter details the evaluation verification of the test-bed presented in the previous 

chapter. Verification is performed by way of proof of concept tests to verify the evalua

tion platform as a suitable testing environment by running typical IPTV sessions for two 

different scenarios and comparing the outcome to what is expected from the theoretical 

framework. Evaluation is performed by conducting QoE tests to analyse the effect of the 

proposed personalised advertising framework on the users' QoE of the IPTV service. The 

parameters used to evaluate QoE are service latency, service features and service qUality. 

Classic IPTV, before any advertising and charging functionalities were added, is used as 

a reference scenario in these tests. 

5.1 Verification of the Evaluation Platform 

Proof of concept tests validate the evaluation platform as an accurate testing environment 

for the proposed framework. This ensures further results are meaningful. Proof of concept 

tests are performed for two scenarios, each with expected outcomes. The observed results 

are then compared to the expected results, which are based on the theoretical framework. 

If the actual outcome corresponds to what is expected for both scenarios, the evaluation 

platform may be considered a suitable and accurate testing environment to evaluate the 

proposed framework. 
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In scenario 1, a user, Bob, requests a VoD channel. The advertisements database in the 

Advertisement AS has no relevant advertisements listed for Bob who is a male, aged 45. 

When Bob requests a VoD channel, he should experience the IPTV service as normal, 

with no advertisements streamed to him and no banner advertisements pushed to his UE. 

Furthermore, he should perceive no latencies over and above the expected VoD access 

delay. 

In scenario 2, a user, Alice, requests the same VoD channel. However, in this case, the 

Advertisement AS has two relevant advertisements listed for Alice who is a female, aged 

32. When Alice requests the VoD channel, she should see the first targeted advertisement 

listed in the advertisements database in her VoD window. Once that video advertisement 

has ended, her requested media should begin. While she is watching the VoD media, a 

banner should appear on her screen after a timeout period, which was set to 60 seconds 

for testing purposes. She chooses to ignore this banner, which should disappear after 

a timeout, which was set to 30 seconds. 60 seconds later, a second banner should ap

pear. Alice decides to watch this advertisement and earn credits by pressing the advert 

button while the banner appears. The corresponding video advertisement should then be 

streamed to her VoD window. Upon completion of the advertisement, her requested VoD 

channel should commence in the same VoD window. Her credit balance should be up

dated in the profiles database on the Advertisement AS. If Alice clicks the advert button 

while no banner is present on her screen, this should have no effect on the IPTV service. 

The banner should take up a maximum of 10% of the VoD window to be considered as 

unobtrusive and non disruptive. Furthermore, the IPTV trick play functions should be 

disabled during video advertisements to ensure advertisements cannot be skipped or fast

forwarded after earning credits for choosing to view them. The corresponding profiles 

and advertisements databases for these scenarios can be found in Appendix B, in figures 

B.1 and B.2 respectively. 

Depending on the telco's or advertiser's preferences and requirements, many aspects of 

the proposed framework may be customised. For example, the advertisement metadata 

to be displayed as banner advertisements; the credit value for each advertisement, which 

may be set to any integer, including zero; the frequency of a banner advertisement by 

changing the timer at the Advertisement AS; and the duration of a banner advertisement 

by changing the timeout period at the UE. For testing purposes, the timeout values were 

set to 60 seconds and 30 seconds respectively for ease of evaluation. 
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St'cnario I: Bob 

Fogure 5. I ''''''''' U,e 'ignaJiing lIow "hleh (ook place for Bob', 'cenarin Only the lllaln 

~"Illl(" arc shown for '''''1'1'''11,. Hob r~'l"~'h a Vol) channel "''''g lu, UE \\ hen Ii", 

SIP INVITE me"age arrives al the S-eSef', an Ire check LS done to detcrmine which AS 

to forv .. ard 1I1e reque" 10. The IrTV AS alllhori,cs [lob', ""rvice reqllc'l ur,on recci\Lng 

the SU' INV HE me"alle Tili, " d..)[Ie by cOnlac(mg the HSS and dleclmg Boh', IMS 

u'~r profile ITIf()fT"ali"n. Oocc au(h<lll"'U, Ih~ [['TV AS p",for"" a il:"h lable I"ok "I' (0 

m'lI' lhc ,",,,mnel rcquc""'l hy Boh 1"lfo; rcic"c<n[ media tile 'lo,etl,n lhc MediOi Serve,. 

1".: emb<:dded Adverti,cment AS Ihen looh up &>h', profile Inform~tion in tbe protlle, 

d::naba-. 'tored on ,he Adverti,emenl AS. H re(rie,'e, hi, gender and age. determining 

ht' " a mak:. ag<'u 45. l'hc AJV<'11"ctlwnI ,'\s til"ll ",,'am IhToogh II,,' au"'rt"cm,']lb 

daUIl,,,,e Iooj.,j ng f<" ad\'crl"~Tl,,'nl, IU "':Hcil lloh', :olin l~llc,. No rdcY'int "u"'rl",,,nc11b 

arc found. Th~ embt:ddetl err COllL""''' Ihc ()['S for a cretln dICcl and If) dchiL [loh', 

accoullI f'" the reque,'ed VoD ser\'lce. Tbe RTSP address of ,he idenlltied VoD medi~ tile 

"ad<led 10 Ih,. StP 100 OK ",,',,:og" guing 10 lh~ LIE H' ""1"""" to II ... INVITE lllt""'g". 

Tloe ~d"~TI"cnICnL IlIncr i, ,'ar1~tl. Sillc~ u111y o"e RTSI' ad<IT~" i, dehvcrcd 10 Boo', 

IJE, 11 conmcts the ~ledia Scrver 10 r~1fie\'C Ihe rcque,,~d media upon receiving tbt: SIP 

200 OK me,,,age. 

, 
=1 
! , 

~ -; 
, , ' , 

, , 
! 

I or· 

I 
Figure 5. 1. Signalling dlUgnun for scenario 1 - Bob 
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During Bob', \I"D ",~,ion, the advelli,ement timer exrire', cau,mg {he Ad,'elli",nJent 

AS to >can {hr()IJgh the ad\'ert,,,,m"nt' d"tJha"" 1001.:111£ for a relevant ad,elli"'lJen{ 

Aga,n, n" app.-0pfl;Hl' advcll"cn.'n" at<' r"IIM a,1d Ihc adWJll><'TTlent lim,'r " ,tarted 

agam Thi~" ill enntin"e thro\l~hvul th' duration (,f the \Ii,1) ",,,0)'-

The AJwlli""lJent AS timer "piry and dmaha,e look-ur' thm take rla.;e during the \In!) 

,e"i~n are nO! perceived b) B<", due w (he layered architecture ofN(;N ne{w~rh. Sir.ce 

)U) rdev"nt ad"'Jli'C'ment, are locnnfied. flO RIo-INVrI E mes<ag"' are ,,,nt to {he Ulo 

dun ng Ihe ,""ion and n" bann..;r adwrti"'" ,,,nh '''" di'playcd . 

Sccnario 2: Alicc 

f'igme 5.2 ,how, {he 'ignallin~ tluv. v.hi"h {(",Ie place for Alke,> ,,,,,nario, A~"in > (.,iy 

the mam entllle, are ,ho"n for 'ImpiL<'lty, The 2()(l OK re'pon,e, W SIP RE-INVITE 

"l<O"age, a'HI their C(>rT("I~H"hng /\C t-; "'.; 'S"g(" ,jJ" nfl( ,I""" n he'''' 

" '" ."',,,., .. 

hgun' 5.2: Signalling diagm", for 'cenano 2 - Aliee 
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011e,- Ihc 11'1 V AS h", a"lh(}[lsnllh,- eh""nd n'4"",1 from IIIKC-' U~, 11 mar' Ihc n

'1,,,-,kd dlan"eI I" the ,'on""I' .,di ng !.:TSJ' "dJrc" o[ Ihc- TTledia n Ie, ,I (Jrc-J TTl Ihc- M cui" 

~e"e,_ The em""dded Advertisement ,\,S looks up AILee', IPTV mer proli k ,,,fmn"t;,,n 

m lhe rrutJ!e, tlataba,,, which i, ,lm"J locany It then >can, th''''-lgh th~ auwno'cm""b 

d",,,I>,,,e, I(}[)l;,,!, frn- a"y ad.erl ;,,-menl' ,d""'11\1 ,,, a k"'al,-, "g"d ~2, L pon ; <Xnl; f)'u'g 

111<' fiN ,,,h-erti,,'m('nl, tile ,'orr,"pondinr !.:TSf' "dUre" i, rClrrc",-d_ Th,- cmocdded ,Tr 
peJiorm_ lhe nec-"'ill)' "nli"" and ewm h"eJ £ha'ging functlon< helofe {h" RTSf' .d

,I,e,,," fo.- Ih" re4u"Q"J m"JlU a",1 the i,I"IIlI fi<Od auwno'e""'nt are a<khllo {he SIP lOO 

OK m""ag" g(}lng back to IIh,',-', UE AI thc UE, Ih. auwno,,-j)l<'nl is rerri,',,,u from the 

~kdi" :;"'''',-r rttll, [011 owcd hy Iix' rC(I"<'SICd mcdi~ OIlC,- tlx' ~'nd ()[ Iix' ad, cni'>crll<.'nI ;, 

re""hed 

After Alice ha, ""en \-iewing her .. eque,ted £hannel fe>r t;(] ",£ond:<._ , hanner apre'" 

aero" the bottom (}f Im- \-(}D wmoow, promjXmg her l() cllek lbe au"c,1 1x1lton Tbi, 

banller ,Irel,-he' an(}" Iw" lilln ami ,--",cllpin IlYf ()[ Ihc V(}D "'lIal"" She ,I.ci<k, I(} 

,~"ore the rroml~ and Ihe ban"er di\'PI",aro .fter _,0 II'£o<,d,_ Fi~UI'" 5_~ \ho,,", Ihe VoD 

wind(}", uming a two lin~ han""r adv~!Il.e""'n{ 

Figur" 5.3: VoD "inJov. ,Illring a banner auveni.emenl 

After a [unher 30 ,,-cond, f60 ,cconu, afte' lhe au",-rtl",-mellll;mc, wa, 'emmcu, i.,'" 

wl",n Iii,' Ilr>i bannn w', 'Ii,playcd. h<'nn\ JO ,,-comi> after II", b"m~r dlooppcan), • 

seco<,d h.",,,,r adverti",ment a ppea .. , on AiL£,'" V[)I) window, Thi, b.nner [)nly ocmpic' 

one line anulh.rcfor. take, IIp 5% of {be winuow_ Alice <keide. w vie" the a,,,,,,iateJ 

,-ide(} aJ.'eni,,,mcnl by pre"ing lhc am'cn tx1110n while the banner appear' on the Will-

6J 
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dow, Tlil' c.,,"'" lin Voll mc<ha 10 he pau,,,,1 and Ihe "''Iu,'>«'d adwrti>CITl"nI 'Ians 

pi~ying: In Iii<: ,"me von winJow. When Ih" aJvcni"',,,eTlI mJs. (h" I'''IU",I<,<I m,'Jia 

,",urn", in Ih. sam~ window. ll""e"",", Ihe n"dia d""s not ,e,ume fmm Ih' poos.d po
,ilion, In'leaU, it ,lam again from Ihe beginning "i' the Vol) media file. Thi, i, dlle to 

iimill<fiom in Ih,' y;,koLAN Cli,'II( (VLC) ,oflwur,' u,,:J on Ih,' :'>kdi" Snvn. 

Dunng: Ih,' viJw >l<ly",I""m,'nlS. Irick play funclion> 'HT<' di,ahkJ 10 ,'n",,, adwrtisc

menl' could not I", ,kiPl",d ali,'r ch"''''''g: I" yi", Ih~"'- Alier ",,'wi"g Ih~ vidw ad,'e,-

li,em~nl, Alic.', cr.dil halallCe wa, updal,d i nIh' pmfil." oolahas~ on Ihe AJ",ni,"l1l~m 

AS, If the aU,'en bIlllon i, Pfe"ed durin~ Ih~ VnD ,,,,,ion whil, 110 hallner appeal' on the 

"'T"ell, no e[[eel on Ihe ,,,,,ion i, ob,a,'ed, 

The Inl knglh 10 Ih,' name [,eld of Ih" :l<lwrti.e",elll, dar"ha'e i, I""'I,'J 10 allow [or a 

maximnm "f Iwo Ii,,", of I~'I 0" Ihe Y"D window, i.~ __ lOCk occupalLon. Th, i, also in 

accCO"dallC~ wilh Ih. ITU-T QoE fecOOl",endati"II' f()f m.tadala 1271. '''gg",lillg a small 

melauala ,ize, reiative 10 Ihe network bandwi,kh, 

Alice's ,,,'mlrio " de1aikd [unher in Appnldix 1:1 and a J,'mon'tmtion ,i,ko [0' Ihis 

,,,,,i,,,, can,", found in App"nJi~ D. on (r., accompanyi"g CD-RO\l 

Tr., oo{com,' "hse,Yed for hoth sc,'na,ios CCO"""I)()nLh {" whn( is ,'xl",c{ed ha",J "lIlh, 

Ihmrdl"al fram"work. A, a ,"",it, the proof of CollC~p! le,t> may Ix' considereu suc

c,',,[ul and a, ,uch, tl>:: naluatioll pla([oml may lx' comi,k,,'J a ,uitook ami a<:cu,alc 

{e,II"g '1I"imTHIW'{ for {h~ I"0l',-",d frame"""r~ The r"'~l secli"n Jetall~ II", QoE I",IS 

p'Ji'oTIneJ {o allaly,. {h~ .fkct of (h~ l"'"onalis.u adv,rtising fl'<un,wc-.-k Ofl Ih~ ,,,,,,"', 

QoE o[ the 11'1 Y ,en'ice, 

5.2 Evaluation of the Proposed Framework 

U",,, e'p,'ri"""" (!)oF) is delcrm;n,'d by a num""r of f.clu,'" lxllh ooi"clive and suh

I,c{i,," 1271. a, ,"ell 11\ figu," 4,1. Obj,cti"e faCI"''' fall under QoS and are made up of 

,e"ice ["clo,-,;, Iranspon [acl"f> and appli"atioll faclor" Transporl facIo" arc beyond 

th,' scol'" of thi' rtws;s, Thu" s,'rvice Iarc"C)' i, u'Cd 10 nwa'ur,' !)oF obj,'c(i""ly. as it 

;, a,,"med {h~ "etwork is ahk 10 pmvide th' ,ecommenMJ hL{ rate anJ pLR, Jue {o II> 

manageu Slll' allu QoS gmu'amee<, S"hjeclj,,~ foctors are hllmall componen!> ,uch a, 

u,e, emo(ICIII', bilhng and u,'" e~peri~""'e, The,,' are ",e~,ur",1 by looking: >\I "''''',' k~

IUr,', and "',,--ic,' qualiry, "lIJ c,--,,"paring thmllO too,,' offen'd 11\ 'i",ilar ,""'cc'. TII<'''' 

parallw~" mea""e QoF fmm {h~ enJ u\.r's l'e"J=liw. 
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5.2.1 Service Latency 

To measure service latency, session setup delay for a VoD session was used. This included 

the delays experienced in the network, at the AS and in the UE. Both Bob and Alice's 

scenarios were compared to a third reference scenario. In scenario 3, a user, Charlie, 

uses the classic IPTV system, before the proposed framework was added to the IPTV 

service, i.e., before any advertising and charging functionalities were added to the IPTV 

AS and UE. Service latencies are expected to be less than 10 seconds for the IPTV service 

[29][27]. Table 5.1 shows the standard typical latencies expected for the VoD service in 

particular [31]. The VoD access delay refers to session setup. The latencies for all three 

scenarios should therefore be less than 5 seconds. 

Table 5.1: Typical latencies for VoD functionalities [31] 

Function 

DE registration 
IPTV service subscription 
VoDaccess 
Channel change 

Scenario 3: Charlie 

Elapsed Time (seconds) 

0.8 
1.3 
<5 
0.4 

Figure 5.4 shows the signalling flow which took place for Charlie's scenario. For simplic

ity, only the main entities are shown. Charlie requests a VoD channel from his UE. The 

service request message is routed through the IMS core. At the S-CSCF, an IFC check 

is done, based on IMS user profile information downloaded from the HSS at registration. 

This determines the SIP INVITE should be forwarded to the IPTV AS. The IPTV AS 

contacts the HSS to authorise the service request upon receiving the INVITE message. 

It then performs a hash table look-up to map the requested channel to the corresponding 

media file stored in the Media Server. The RTSP address of this media file is added to the 

SIP 200 OK message going back to Charlie's UE in response to the SIP INVITE message. 

The UE uses this RTSP address to retrieve the requested media directly from the Media 

Server. 

For this scenario, session setup delay is expected to be shorter than that of Bob and Alice's 

case, since there are no CTF and Advertisement AS processes taking place on the SIP 

INVITE message arriving at the IPTV AS. 
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The results obtained in this chapter do not consider the issue of scalability, as it is beyond 

the scope of this thesis. However, service latency is bound to increase with the number of 

parallel sessions, since the server will be required to deal with requests from more users 

simultaneously. Mathematical modelling could be used to evaluate the framework for a 

larger number of users, i.e., queueing theory could be applied to the results obtained to 

estimate the performance under the consideration of scalability. 

5.2.2 Service Features 

User expectations determine the expected service features for IMS-based IPTV. This ser

vice is comparable to live television and PVR services. As a result, similar features are 

expected to boost user QoE. Since IPTV requires user subscriptions, users would expect 

service features over and above those offered by live television. PVR services also require 

a subscription fee, suggesting IPTV service features should be, at least, on par with those 

offered by PVR services. A GUI is required, offering ease of use of services such as IMS 

registration and IPTV service selection. Figure 5.7 shows the user GUI for the UCT IMS 

Client [45], A user is able to easily register with the IMS and request a VoD channel 

from the drop down menus at the top of the client interface. The demonstration video in 

Appendix D illustrates these features more clearly. 

Trick play functions are key features in PVR services, setting them apart from live TV. 

As such, IPTV services are expected to offer the same functionality. Figure 5.8 shows a 

screenshot of the VoD window, indicating the trick play buttons available to the user. 

Figure 4.2 shows the preferences GUIon the UCT IMS Client where a user is able to 

easily change and configure their IPTV user profile. This allows users to choose the level 

of targeting they wish to receive for advertising by sharing certain profile information. 

Users are also able to easily select a pricing profile from the preferences menu. This is 

shown in figure 5.9. 

It can be seen that IPTV services offer service features over and above those offered by 

live television. This is expected by the user since subscription fees apply and service 

billing affects the perceived QoE. Users are able to perform trick play functions on VoD 

media, easily configure their IPTV user profile from the client interface, and choose be

tween different pricing profiles. These features contribute positively to user QoE. 
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additional processing load required at the IPTV AS and UE. Session setup delay included 

the delays experienced in the network, at the AS and in the UE. No major signalling 

overhead was added as only optional attributes were added to the SIP INVITE message 

at the UE at session setup. The latencies observed for all three scenarios fell within the 

recommended service delay for VoD services. Service features and service quality were 

compared to that of TV and PVR services, as these determine user expectations. The 

proposed framework was found to meet user expectations in this regard due to its high 

quality media, high entertainment value, trick play functions, graphical user interface for 

profile configuration and charging selection, and ease of use of the IPTV, charging and 

advertising functions. Therefore, the addition of the advertising and charging frameworks 

to the IMS-based IPTV system was found to not degrade the user's QoE. 

Due to time limitations, the evaluation platform could not be expanded to include more 

user attributes. However, the results obtained using only age and gender were adequate 

for testing proof of concept and user QoE. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

This thesis proposed and evaluated a personalised advertising framework for IMS-based 

IPTV, to provide an advertisement-subsidised IPTV service to subscribers. It integrates 

advertising and charging functionalities with ETSI TISPAN's IMS-based IPTy. It uses 

IPTV user profile information to select and deliver targeted advertisements to an end 

user during a VoD session, and uses IMS charging to reward users for viewing those 

advertisements. 

It investigated current consumer and market trends to propose a business model for IMS

based IPTV, implementing an advertisement-subsidised IPTV service. 

6.1 Conclusions 

The proposed personalised advertising framework considers paradigm shifts in marketing 

and consumer behaviour which are taking place due to three factors: evolving technolo

gies, increasingly empowered consumers and more self-reliant advertisers. It delivers 

targeted advertising in a VoD system, enabling marketers to deliver effective advertising 

by reaching the right consumers and offering a solution to PVR and DVR advertisement 

skipping. Since advertisements are targeted, users are less likely to skip them, or simply 

"tune in, but turn off". Further, it offers an incentive to users for viewing advertisements 

by awarding credits. The control lies with the consumer, since they are able to choose 

what user profile information to share and hence, the level of targeting they will receive. 

In these ways, advertising is adapted to suit the paradigm shifts in marketing and con

sumer behaviour. 

NGNs are able to offer lucrative, value-added multimedia applications and communica

tion services to subscribers due to the highly managed and tightly controlled SDPs and 
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control functionalities added by the IMS. These result in QoS and QoE guarantees, which 

are beneficial to the user. However, they also translate to large CAPEX and OPEX, re

sulting in telcos charging high subscription fees. Furthermore, telcos are experiencing a 

decline in ARPV and no killer application has been identified for NGN services. Large 

subscription costs mean NGN services are unlikely to be adopted on a wide scale. As 

such, a new revenue stream needs to be identified to shoulder the large costs required 

to roll out NGN services. Advertising is proven to boost revenue for service providers 

and has been adopted in a number of business models to shoulder the costs of offering 

services to subscribers over managed SDPs. This results in subsidised service costs for 

users. Offering personalised advertising is a way to further boost revenue, since mar

keters would be able to deliver targeted advertising campaigns. Since NGNs are all-IP 

networks, advertising can be targeted, interactive and flexible. Furthermore, telcos could 

make higher profits from advertisers since they are able to measure the effectiveness of 

their advertising campaigns and pay only for the actual impact made on consumers. As 

such, personalised advertising is determined to be a feasible business model to encourage 

the roll out of IMS-based IPTV and subsidise service costs for subscribers. 

An evaluation platform was used to test the effect of the proposed framework on the user's 

QoE of the IPTV service. This was done by testing three parameters: service latency, 

service features and service quality. Service latency tested the objective component of 

QoE, while service features and service quality tested the subjective component. It was 

found that additional processing functions, required at the IPTV AS and VE, added to 

service latency. However, the service delays were below those recommended for VoD 

services. Service features and service quality were compared to those offered in live 

TV and PVR services. They were found to meet user expectations due to the functions 

available to the user, their ease of use, and the high quality VoD media. It is therefore 

concluded that the addition of an advertising framework does not negatively affect user's 

QoE of the IPTV service. 

6.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

As a convenient point of departure from this thesis, a number of recommendations are 

made for future work. 

The proposed framework could be enhanced by adding a recommendation system to make 

use of the same IPTV user profile information to recommend IPTV content that the user 

may be interested in, based on shared profile information. Metadata could be used to 
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categorise the IPTV media stored in the Media Server. The wireless dimension could 

be added to the proposed advertising model by testing the performance over a wireless 

access network such as WiMAX or WiFi. These recommendations will further enhance 

the user experience. 

The aspect of automatic metadata creation was not considered in this thesis. It could 

be applied to the proposed framework to make the system fully automated and self

sustaining. Removing the human element of manual metadata creation would make the 

system more scalable and less prone to errors in metadata assignment. 

Scalability issues are beyond the scope of this thesis and, as such, were not considered. 

However, service latency is bound to increase with the number of parallel sessions, since 

the server will be required to deal with requests from more users simultaneously. As such, 

it is worth considering for future work, to evaluate service latency versus the number of 

users. To evaluate the framework for a larger number of users and consider scalability 

of the proposed framework, mathematical modelling could be used. Queueing theory 

could be applied to the results obtained in this thesis to estimate the performance of the 

system for a larger number of users. Such a mathematical model would be able to es

timate the probability of service latency being higher than the recommended value of 5 

seconds (5000 milliseconds), given the network utilisation and processing capabilities of 

the servers and user terminal. 
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Appendix A 

IMS IPTV Functional Entities, 

Reference Points and Protocols 
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Table At shows the names of the interfaces identified in figure At and the signalling 

protocols associated with those interfaces. Ten interfaces are relevant to this thesis: Vt, 

Xa, Gm, Xc, Xd, ISC, Cx, Sh, y2 and Xp. For the full specification, refer to [18]. 

Table At: Interfaces and protocols for communication between IMS IPTV entities [t8] 

Fe! UE 1M5core UPSF SOF 55F 5CF MCF MDF ECFI 
Ref.point EFF 

UE - Gm - via Core xa ut Xc Xd Di,Oi 
(SIPISDP) IMS (HTTP, (HTTP), (RTSP) (UOPIRT) IGMPI 

(SIPISOP) DVBSTP, via Core (Note 1) (Note 1) Mill 
FLUTE) IMS 

(SIP/SOP) 
IMScore Gm - ex - - ISC y2 - -

(SIPISOPt Diameter) (SIP/SOP) (SIP/SOP) 
UPSF - ex - Sh - Sh - - -

I (Diameter) (Diameter) (Diameter) 
$OF via Core - Sh - - - - -

IMS (Diameter) 
(SIPISOP) 

55F xa - - - - - - - -
(HTTP, 

OVSSTP, 
FlUTE)· 

SCF ut ISC Sh - - - via Core - -
(HTTP), (SIP/SOP) (Diameter) IMS&y2 
via Core (SIP/SOP) 

IMS 
(SIP/SOP) 

MeF Xc y2 - - -. via Core - Xp -
(RTSP) (SIP/SOP) IMS&y2 (not 
(Note 1') (SIPISOP) defined) 

MDF Xd - - - - - Xp - -
(UDPIRTP) (not 

(Note 1) defined) 
ECF/EFF - - - - - - - - -
NOTE 1: As described in TS 182021 I2l clauses 6.4 and 6.5, Xc and Xd are logical reference points that can be 

decomposed into OJ and possibly Oi, Os or Iz reference points depending on the location of the MCF or 
MOF. 

Vt (UE - IPTV Service Control Functions) is used by the VE for configuration of the 

user's IPTV profile using the HTTP protocol. 

Xa (VE - Service Selection Function) is used by the VE for the selection of IPTV services 

using the HTTP protocol. 

Gm (VE - Core IMS) is used by the UE to access IPTV services using the SIP protocol. 

Xc (VE - IPTV Media Control Functions) is used by the UE for the exchange of media 

control messages to control IPTV media flows using the RTSP protocol. 

Xd (VE - IPTV Media Delivery Functions) is used by the UE for the delivery of media 

content using the RTP protocol. 

ISC (Core IMS - Service Discovery Function) is used to provide service attachment in

formation and for discovering personalised IPTV services using the SIP protocol. 
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ex (Core IMS - UPS F) is used to obtain user profile infonnation during session setup and 

modification using the Diameter protocol. 

Sh (UPSF - IPTV Service Control Functions) is used for authorisation during session 

setup and modification using the Diameter protocol. 

y2 (Core IMS - IPTV Media Control Functions) is used by the IPTV AS to indirectly 

control the MCF through the S-CSCF using the SIP protocol. 

Xp (IPTV Media Control Functions - IPTV Media Delivery Functions) is used by the 

MCF to control the MDF using the RTSP protocol. 
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Appendix B 

Example Scenario 

Th;, werrario is based on wenmio, I and 2 which wac inlrrxiu<:<,d in Chapter 5, i .... 

Bob and Alice', ,cenari"" Figure; R I aoo Rl show the profiles and adv~rti'''ment' 

dataha,e, '"'l"'ctively. Gender 2 indicate, a female mer and I inui"ale, TTlal~. "' Can lx' 

s~en in hgure B.1. A gender ;alue or (! TTle.n, llll'JX'l'ilitd. Or [tltvan( to l>oIh ,n,<Ie and 

kmale lIser, ... ' ,'an lx' sCen in IigUH' R2. 1"11<' arivcrlbc"wnl, dal.has. has two listed 

uriH,,,iSCTTl<,nh: a Swatch and a \;iHa adver(i",men!. The Niveo ad'eni_,em"nl j, worth 

I credit. It can he ... " that hoIh auwrt;",mem, arc rele"an! 10 Alict. bUI llcilha ,tr" 
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Subsequent advertisements are selected throughout the duration of the media session, 

working down the advertisements database. Once the end of the table is reached, the 

selection will begin again from the first targeted advertisement in the list. 

A demonstration video for this scenario can be found in Appendix D. It shows the profiles 

database for two listed users: Alice, who is a 32 year old female; and Bob, who is a 45 

year old male. Alice has 45 advertisement credits and Bob has 4. It also shows the IPTV 

user profile configuration. 

Alice registers with the IMS and requests channel I using the VCT IMS Client. She 

sees the Swatch advert. It can be seen that trick play functions are disabled when Alice 

tries to skip this advertisement. It also shows how the user profile information is sent 

in the SIP INVITE message. After the Swatch advertisement ends, the requested media 

starts in the same VoD window, which is an episode of Top Gear. A while later, a banner 

appears across the bottom of the window, using two lines of text, occupying 10% of 

the window. This banner corresponds to the Swatch advertisement since it is the first 

listed advertisement in the database which is relevant to Alice. She decides to ignore the 

banner and it disappears after 10 seconds. A few minutes later, a second banner appears, 

corresponding to the Nivea advertisement. This banner takes up only one line of text, 

occupying 5% of the VoD window. Alice decides to view this advertisement and earn 1 

credit. She presses the advert button, causing the advertisement to be shown in the same 

VoDwindow. 

Alice then de-registers. Bob registers and requests the same channel. The requested media 

starts immediately and no advertisement is seen by Bob before the episode of Top Gear 

starts. 

The profiles database is shown. Alice now has a credit balance of 46 and Bob still has 4 

credits. 

Figures B.3 - B.6 illustrate the use of the profiles and advertisements database. Figure B.3 

shows how a new user profile may be added, while BA shows how a user profile may be 

edited. 

Figure B.5 shows how a new advertisement may be added to the list of advertisements, 

while figure B.6 shows how a listed advertisement may be edited. 
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Appendix C 

Test Bed Hardware and Software 

This appendix details the implementation software and hardware which was used to en

sure reproducibility of the results obtained and presented in this thesis. 

C.I Software 

U CT IMS Client [45] 

The VCT IMS Client was used to provide the necessary client functionalities for the IPTV 

service. System requirements and installation instructions may be found at: http://uctims 

client.berlios.de/. The client was modified to supply advertising functionalities to the user. 

The source code may be found on the accompanying CD-ROM in Appendix D. 

UCT Advanced IPTV [44] 

The VCT Advanced IPTV was used to provide the IPTV service to the end user. Installa

tion and configuration instructions may be found at: http://uctimsclient.berlios.de/uctiptv_ 

advanced_howto.htrnl. This system was modified to add advertising functionalities. The 

source code may be found on the accompanying CD-ROM in Appendix D. 

UCT IPTV Charging [44] 

The VCT IPTV Charging system was used to provide the necessary charging functions to 

allow for online and offline charging. The Fokus C Diameter Peer (CDP) is used to im

plement the Diameter based Rf and Ro interfaces. Installation instructions may be found 

at: http://uctimsclient.berlios.de/uctimscharging.htrnl. The charging system was modi

fied to record advertisement credits. The source code may be found on the accompanying 

CD-ROM in Appendix D. 
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Frnunhofer Fokus Open IMS Core [47J 

The Fraunhofer Fokus Open IMS Core was used to provide the IMS core elements and 

a lightweight HSS. Details of the operation of the Open IMS Core, as well as download, 

installation and configuration instructions may be found at: http://www.openimscore.org/. 

Media Server 

The Media Server is implemented as a third party RTSP server. It uses VLC software 

and is only compatible with AVI and MPEG file formats. Installation and configuration 

instructions may be found at: http://uctimsclient.berlios.de/uctiptv_howto.html. The con

figuration file may be found on the accompanying CD-ROM in Appendix D. However, 

the media files are not included. 

C.2 Hardware 

The following commands were used to obtain the CPU information, memory information, 

OS distribution and kernel information for each machine used on the testbed: 

• head /proc/cpuinfo 

• head /proclmeminfo 

• lsb_release-a 

• uname-a 

I-CSCF and S-CSCF 

processor: 0 

vendocid : GenuineIntel 

cpu family : 6 

model: 15 

model name: Intel(R) Pentium(R) Dual CPU E2160 @ 1.80GHz 

stepping: 13 

cpu MHz: 1203.000 

cache size: 1024 KB 

physical id : 0 
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siblings: 2 

MemTotal: 1027004 kB 

MemFree: 418328 kB 

Buffers: 37564 kB 

Cached: 250180 kB 

SwapCached: 0 kB 

Active: 278268 kB 

Inactive: 184876 kB 

HighTotal: 122624 kB 

HighFree: 232 kB 

LowTotal: 904380 kB 

Distributor ID: Ubuntu 

Description: Ubuntu 8.04.1 

Release: 8.04 

Codename: hardy 

Linux ims-testbed 2.6.24-19-generic#1 SMP Wed Jun 1814:43:41 UTC 2008 i686 GNU/Linux 

P-CSCF 

processor: 0 

vendocid : Genuineintel 

cpu family: 6 

model: 15 

model name: Intel(R) Pentium(R) Dual CPU E2160 @ 1.80GHz 

stepping: 13 

cpu MHz: 1203.000 

cache size: 1024 KB 

physical id : 0 

siblings: 1 

MemTotal: 1027052 kB 

MemFree: 403348 kB 
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Buffers: 52332 kB 

Cached: 250732 kB 

SwapCached: 0 kB 

Active: 293096 kB 

Inactive: 187004 kB 

HighTotal: 122624 kB 

HighFree: 252 kB 

LowTotal: 904428 kB 

Distributor ID: Ubuntu 

Description: Ubuntu 8.04.1 

Release: 8.04 

Codename: hardy 

Linux pcscf 2.6.24-19-generic #1 SMP Wed Jun 18 14:43:41 UTC 2008 i686 GNUlLinux 

HSS, CDF, OCS, IPTV AS 

processor: 0 

vendocid : GenuineIntel 

cpu family: 15 

model: 2 

model name: Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU 3.00GHz 

stepping: 9 

cpu MHz: 2992.816 

cache size: 512 KB 

physical id : 0 

siblings: 2 

MemTota1: 1018296 kB 

MemFree: 28736 kB 

Buffers: 566308 kB 

Cached: 229036 kB 

SwapCached: 0 kB 

Active: 258996 kB 
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Inactive: 677968 kB 

HighTotal: 113852 kB 

HighFree: 208 kB 

LowTotal: 904444 kB 

Distributor ID: Ubuntu 

Description: Ubuntu 8.04.1 

Release: 8.04 

Codename: hardy 

Linux hss 2.6.24-19-generic #1 SMP Wed Jun 18 14:43:41 UTC 2008 i686 GNUlLinux 

Client Terminals (Alice, Bob and Charlie) 

processor: 0 

vendocid : GenuineIntel 

cpu family : 6 

model: 15 

model name: Intel(R) Pentium(R) Dual CPU E2160 @ 1.80GHz 

stepping: 13 

cpu MHz: 1203.000 

cache size: 1024 KB 

physical id : 0 

siblings: 2 

MemTotal: 1026996 kB 

MemFree: 410440 kB 

Buffers: 14460 kB 

Cached: 294108 kB 

SwapCached: 0 kB 

Active: 230992 kB 

Inactive: 240120 kB 

HighTotal: 122624 kB 

HighFree: 236 kB 

LowTotal: 904372 kB 
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Distributor ID: Ubuntu 

Description: Ubuntu 8.04.3 LTS 

Release: 8.04 

Codename: hardy 

Linux wilson-pc-12.6.24-26-generic #1 SMPTue Dec 118:37:31 UTC 2009 i686 GNUlLinux 
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AppendixD 

Accompanying CD-ROM 

The CD-ROM included with this thesis contains the following files and information: 

• Example Scenario - A demonstration video of the example scenario described in 

Appendix B can be found in the directory labelled "Example Scenario". 

• Publications - Copies of papers which have been accepted to conferences, written 

or co-written by the author of this thesis, can be found in the directory labelled 

"Publications" . 

• Research Literature - Electronic versions of the research papers and other literature 

used during the course of this research can be found in the directory labelled "Re

search Literature". A text file containing a list of the URLs for online references is 

also included. 

• Results - The results obtained during the performance tests carried out for this thesis 

can be found in the directory labelled "Results". This includes provisional, final and 

averaged results. 

• Software - All the source code which was written and modified for the purpose of 

implementation of this project can be found in the directory labelled "Software". 

• Thesis - An electronic version of this thesis document can be found in the directory 

labelled "Thesis ". 
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